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Executive Summ~ 

Purpose Abuse occurs when a provider prescribes services that are not needed 
are too expensive or when a Medicaid recipient obtains drugs or other 
services at a frequency or in an amount not medically necessary. 

In 1978, and again in 1982, GAO reported inadequacies in states’ systen 
to identify and correct Medicaid abuse. In the current review GAO 

assessed programs to control recipient abuse in six states (California, 
Louisiana, Minnesota, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin) and provider abuse 
in four states (California, Illinois, Massachusetts, and Texas) to (1) 
determine whether states were effectively identifying Medicaid abuse 
and (2) assess the extent of states’ actions to apply sanctions against 
Medicaid abusers. 

Background The Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS'S) Health Care 
Financing Administration (HCFA) is responsible for developing progran 
policies, setting standards, and ensuring compliance with Medicaid leg 
lation and regulations. 

States are required by the Medicaid law to identify and investigate cas 
of suspected Medicaid abuse by reviewing recipients’ and providers’ u: 
of Medicaid senlices. The Medicaid Management Information System 
was designed in part to facilitate such reviews by (1) putting recipient 
and providers with similar characteristics into peer groups, (2) compa 
infi recipients’ and providers’ utilization of selected services to that of 
their peers, and (3) identifying as potential abusers those individuals 
who are using services far in excess of others in the peer group. In fist 
year 1985, state and federal costs for design, installation, and operatic 
of the systems were about $430 million. . . . . . . Y . . . . . Y . ..- ._.... . . . . . . . ..-. _ . . . . . . - _. . . . . . . . . _-.-. ._.. __. . . . __ . . . . ..^. . . . 

States can control abusive recipients by restricting them to receiving 
semices from specified providers (known as lock-in), counseling them 
proper use of Medicaid services, or requiring their providers to obtain 
approval from the Medicaid agency before dispensing nonemergency 
senlices. States use various techniques to control abusing providers,, 
such as warning letters, manual prepayment review of claims, and ter- 
minating or suspending their participation in the Medicaid program. 

Results in Brief A41though GAO and others have previously identified weaknesses in 
states’ postpayment utilization review programs and HHS'S oversight, 
HHS has not taken effective action to strengthen management controls. 
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Some states reviewed were not effectively using their computerized 
management information systems to identify potential Medicaid abuse, 
and some were reviewing only a small portion of the potentially abusive 
recipients identified. 

Most states have applied sanctions against few abusiLre Medicaid recipi- 
ents. L!sing different assumptions for the percentage of Medicaid recipi- 
ents in control programs and annual savings per recipient, G.40 estimates 
that potential cost avoidance in 1985 could have ranged from $54.5 mil- 
lion to over $400 million. (,See pp. 25 to 26.) 

Principal Findings 

Problems in Identifying In 1978, GAO reported that states were not effectively using their man- 
Potential Abusers agement information systems to identify abuse. 

In response, HCFA established a program to review the systems’ effec- 
tiveness. The review requirements do not, however, provide for an 
assessment of the t>Tes of abuse states look for, the types of recipients 
reviewed, and the way the states set norms to define potential abuse. 
Nor does HCFA provide adequate technical assistance to states having 
problems using their information systems. -4lthough the agency is 
required by Medicaid law to provide such assistance, it said it lacks ade- 
quate resources to provide technical assistance. That stronger guidance 
is needed is evident by the variation in the way states use their com- 
puter systems and the problems they have. For example: 

l California was not focusing its reviews on many types of Medicaid ser- 
vices likely to be abused, such as excessive numbers of prescription 
drugs and emergency room visits. GAO estimated 4,700 additional abu- 
sive recipients received about $4 million in unnecessary services in 
1985. (See pp. 28 to 29.) 

l Minnesota and Louisiana were focusing their reviews on elderly and 
institutionalized individuals-groups that are among the least likely to 
abuse Medicaid services. Using these groups, Minnesota, for example, 
identified only 16 potential abusers in the fourth quarter of 1985. (See 
pp. 29 to 32.) 

l Illinois was identifying over 59 percent of the state’s providers as poten- 
tial’abusers because it was having trouble establishing norms to define 
potential abuse. (See p. 32.) 
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Review Requirements Not HCFA requires each state to review 0.01 percent of its recipients and 0.:’ 
Adequate percent of its noninstitutional providers to identify potential abuse. 

According to HHS, an investment in Medicaid computerization is IargelJ 
wasted if adequate staff and resources are not devoted to reviewing tl- 
system’s output. The manual states that utilization review programs 
should be established based on the number of potential abusers identi- 
fied using reasonable criteria. 

GAO found that Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Louisiana were essentially 
limiting the number of potential abusers reviewed to the minimum 
needed to meet the federal requirement. For example, in the second 
quarter of 1985, Wisconsin reviewed 69 of over 21,000 recipients idenl 
fied as potential abusers. -4lthough Texas? California, and Ohio were 
reviewing more potential abusers than the federal requirement, the 
number reviewed was not based on an assessment of the extent of 
potential abuse in the states. 

HCFA established the minimum review requirement not as a measure of 
program effectiveness, but to ensure at least minimal use of the compl 
erized systems. GAO believes each state’s review requirement should bc 
based on the extent of its potential abuse so as to require states to esta 
lish more efficient utilization control programs. (See pp. 35 to 30.) 

Few Recipients Restricted Because management information systems are not being used efficient 
and effectively for identification and review of potential abusers, littk 
action is taken against most recipients who abuse Medicaid services. X 
1983 study by the National Governors’ A4ssociation found that 20 of 3i 
states surveyed had fewer than 100 recipients in their lock-in program 
the most common recipient restriction. 

Similarly, five of the six states GAO reviewed had less than 0.06 percen 
of their Medicaid recipients in control programs at the time of GAO’S 

review. The sixth state, Texas, had 1.24 percent of its Medicaid recipi- 
ents in control programs and reported monthly savings of over $100 fc 
each restricted recipient. 

Texas achieved most of its savings without performing detailed revieu 
of recipients’ medical records. Each month, notification letters were se 
to the 1,000 recipients identified by computer screens as the highest 
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users of the Medicaid services screened. Texas has found that 60 per- 
cent of the recipients who receive the letters will reduce their utilization 
of Medicaid senTices. Recipients who are again identified as potential 
abusers may be placed in the state’s lock-in program. (See ch. 2.) 

Recommendations GAO makes a series of recommendations to the Secretary of HHS designed 
to (1) assess the extent of provider and recipient abuse in each state, (2) 
establish minimum review requirements based on the results of the 
assessment, and (3) improve the states’ use of their management infor- 
mation systems to identify potential abuse. (See pp. 33 to 44.) 

Agency Comments HHS said that although it did not necessarily agree that state utilization 
control practices are deficient, it plans to work cooperatively with the 
states to improve utilization review programs. While cxo is encouraged 
by HHS'S plans to work with the states, HI-IS'S comments do not address 
the specific recommendations made in this report or provide details of 
how or when HHS plans to take actions to improve utilization control 
programs. Also, GAO disagrees with HHS'S suggestion that current state 
practices may not be deficient and believes that a stronger HHS commit- 
ment is needed if utilization control programs are to be strengthened. 
(See pp. 34 to 46.) 

Several states commented that they were opposed to the establishment 
of uniform criteria for assessing the extent of potential abuse because 
(1) differences between the states in such things as benefits covered and 
prepayment controls affect the potential for abuse and (2) the flexibility 
of the states to try an innovative monitoring approach would be limited. 
The uniform criteria GAO recommends would be used to develop baseline 
&&a-f~m#~~fn~~~ca inm-zccocci~nti.tho cntinn~~cacx~ 0 LU UJC 1‘1 cxKm,JJlll~ &Ix. uuLyuuL”v f ctatwz’ Pffnrtc tn irlfw- I “CUCb.d b..“I..” cv .-I-. 

tify and correct abuse. The states would not be limited to use of such 
criteria in their programs. Differences between state programs in terms 
of benefits covered and prepayment controls would automatically be 
factored into the assessments, reducing the amount of potential abuse 
identified and therefore the number of potential cases that must be 
reviewed. (,See pp. 46 to 54.) 
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Introduction 

Medicaid is a federally aided, state-administered medical assistance pr 
gram that semed about 2 1.8 million low-income people in fiscal year 
1985. Medicaid became effective on January 1. 1966, under authority ( 
title XIX of the Social Security Act. as amended (42 U.S.C. 1396). With 
broad federal limits, states set the scope and reimbursement rates for 
the medical services offered and make payments directly to providers 
who render services. Fiscal year 1986 state and federal Medicaid 
expenditures were estimated at $44.9 billion; the state and federal 
shares were estimated at $20.2 billion and $24.7 billion, respectively. 

The federal government pays from 50 to 78 percent of the Medicaid 
costs for health services, depending on a state’s per capita income. In 
addition, states are reimbursed for 50 to 90 percent of their administr: 
tive costs by the federal government, depending on the functions per- 
formed. The Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS'S) Healtt 
Care Financing Administration (HCF.4) is responsible for developing prc 
gram policies, setting standards, and ensuring compliance with federal 
Medicaid legislation and regulations. 

States Must Prevent 
Abuse 

The Social Security Act requires states to identify and investigate sus- 
petted abuse of Medicaid services. Section 1902(a)(30) of the Social 
Security Act (42 USC. 1396a(a)(30)) requires that states operate utili 
zation control programs to safeguard against unnecessary care and ser 
vices. States are required to evaluate Medicaid claims after payment 
(,called postpayment utilization review) to identify and correct abuse b 
Medicaid recipients and providers. Corresponding HHS regulations 
(42 C.F.R. 456.3 and 456.23) require states to implement a statewide 
sun:eillance and utilization control program that, among other things, 

l safeguards against unnecessary or inappropriate use of Medicaid ser- 
vices and 

l provides general requirements for the control of the utilization of all s 
vices provided under the state Medicaid plan. 

A provider can abuse Medicaid services by providing services or causil 
sewices to be provided in excess of medical necessity or of a type that 
more expensive than necessary for the condition being treated. For 
example, providers can abuse Medicaid by providing unnecessary ser- 
Lrices, providing inordinate numbers of high-cost semices, or “ping por 
ing” recipients- unnecessarily referring recipients among a group of 
providers. Recipients can abuse Medicaid by obtaining drugs or other 
sewices at a frequency or in an amount not medically necessary. For 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

example, they may obtain duplicative sewices. use too many prescrip- 
tion drugs, use the emergency room for nonemergency services, visit 
providers too often, or use multiple providers unnecessarily (doctor 
shopping). 

System to Identify 
kledicaid Abusers 

The Medicaid Management Information System is a computerized sys- 
tern designed to process claims and give state Medicaid agencies infor- 
mation for internal program management. The Congress initially 
authorized states to develop and operate systems in 1972 to make Medi- 
caid more efficient, economical, and effective. 

In 1980, the Congress. through the Schweiker Amendment (Public Law 
96-398). required most’ states to install Medicaid Management Informa- 
tion Systems and HHS to assure that those systems operated as intended. 
Since 1972. HHS has been authorized to pay 90 percent of the states’ 
design and installation costs and 75 percent of the operating costs. In 
fiscal year 1985. state and federal costs for design, installation. and 
operation of systems in 46 states totaled about $430 million. 

The Medicaid Management Information System’s Surveillance and Utili- 
zation Review Subsystem (,SL~RS) was developed in part to identify prov- 
iders and recipients most likely to be abusing the Medicaid program. It 
was designed to provide information to identify and facilitate investiga- 
tion of potential abuse with minimum manual clerical effort and with 
maximum flexibility regarding management objectives. SLIRS consists of 
a detailed computer history of paid claims, including such data items as 
provider and recipient identification numbers, dates and types of ser- 
vices, diagnoses, and amounts paid. 

Sl’RS establishes, measures, and compares provider and recipient utiliza- 
tion patterns to identify those who show unusual patterns of practice or 
utilization. The following are the steps in the process used to identify 
potential abusers. 

1. Utilization patterns for each provideri’recipient are established using 
detailed claim data. 

‘The reqwement was wawed for any state that had a 1976 population of less than 1 milbon and 
total Medicaid expenditures i including federal reunbursement! of less than 1100 milhon in fiscal year 
1976. Rhode Island. Delaware. Wyoming, and Arizona did not receive funds for MedIcad Management 
Information Systems m 1985. 
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2. Like providers.;recipients are put into class groups.J and average III 
zation for selected services are computed for each class group. 

3. Standard deviation or manually selected Lralues are used as paramt 
ters to measure individual provider:recipient utilization patterns for 
selected serIFices (,screening process). 

4. If utilization patterns for selected services are within parameters, I 
further action is required. 

5. If utilization patterns for selected services are outside parameters. 
prolriders and recipients involved are considered potential abusers. 

SC’RS staff must then analyze detailed claims data on providers and 
recipients identified as potential abusers. Additional data may be col- 
lected through telephone conversations, letters, and visits with proi% 
ers to determine if abuse has occurred. When it is determined that abl 
has occurred, remedial actions are taken, ranging from education to 
either terminating or suspending a provider from the Medicaid progra 
or restricting a recipient’s choice of proLrider (known as lock-in). 

Monitoring Medicaid In 1978, we reported” that neither the federal government nor the stat 
Management Information reviewed were realizing all potential benefits of the Medicaid Manage- 
Systems ment Information Systems. Specifically, we said that states were ofter 

making little use of Sl’RS reports and were experiencing problems in 
developing screens, setting parameters, and developing class groups. I 
accordance with the recommendations in our report, the Congress, in 
1980. required HHS to ( 1) develop performance standards and system 
requirements for states’ Medicaid Management Information Systems a 
(.2) conduct annual’ reviews of the systems. 

‘f’rov1det-s are grouped according to type of provider (such as dentist, pharmacw family physlcla 
and recipients can be grouped according to such factors as age. mstwtional sfatus. and basis foi. 
hledicaid eligiblhty. 

~‘Xttamable Benefits of the Medicad Management lnformatlon Systems Are Not Being Realized 
1. ( 1-v 

‘In 1986, the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliatmn Act I Public Law 99-22’) amended the 
!Social Security Act and changed the requirement that the Systems Performance Review be perfom 
cannually. The amendment states that systems shall be reviewed at least every 3 years. ;Uso. re\‘le\ 
may be of the entire system, or of only those standards, system requuements. and other condition 
that have demonstrated weaknesses tn previous reuews. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

HCFA established the Systems Performance Review in 1981. It determines 
whether a state’s Medicaid Management Information System will be 
reapproved and whether full funding will be available for its operation. 
A Systems Performance Review standard requires that SLW provide 
comprehensive health care delivery and utilization data for program 
management. identify potential defects in the quality of care, and iden- 
tify suspected instances of provider or recipient fraud or abuse. 

In 1982, we reported’ that the Systems Performance Review included 
requirements that should assure minimal use of the system by the 
states, but did not evaluate how effectively states were using SCTRs to 
identify and correct abuse, or the ex7ent to which SLURS contributed to 
that activity. This precluded HCFA from obtaining an accurat.e and com- 
plete assessment of system performance. 

Our November 1985 repot? on HHS’S second year implementation of the 
Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity ,4ct of 1982 stated that HCFA’S 

internal controls over Medicare and Medicaid payments. including the 
Systems Performance Review, were not adequate. We found that the 
monitoring programs did not include essential steps for evaluating the 
sufficiency of internal controls. 

Objectives, Scope, and Our objectives were to ( 1) determine if the Systems Performance Review 

Methodology 

-.--- -_- - -_-_ 

was adequately ensuring that states were effectively using SIIRS to iden- 
tify and rw+w Medicaid abusers and (2) assess the extent of states’ 
utilization control programs and any resultant cost a\loidance. We 
excluded states’ efforts to identify Medicaid fraud because a separate 
review of fraud control units was being done at the request of the Chair- 
man, Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations and Human 

To review HCFA oversight. we visited HCFA headquarters and the HCFA 

regional offices in Chicago, Dallas, and San Francisco. At the regional 
offices, we reviewed the results of the Systems Performance Reviews. 
examined guidelines used to carry out those reviews, and discussed the 

‘Federal OversIght of State Medicaid Management Information Systems could Be Rrrther [mprovrd 
! - GAO HRlkE-99. duly 30. 1982’1 

“Second Year lmplementarmn of the Financial Integrity Act m HHY (GAO HRD-E69. Eicn S. lW5 I 

‘MedIcaid: Results of Certified Fraud Control Iltuts (GAO HRD-87.12FS. Oct. 21. 19861 
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reviews with the responsible regional officials. We also reviewed HCFA 
rules and regulations for utilization control programs. 

At HCFA headquarters, we interviewed officials in the Bureau of Progr; 
Operations’ Division of Medicaid Procedures, Operations Branch, Sys- 
tems Development Branch, and Operations Initiatives Branch. In the 
Bureau of Quality Control, we interviewed officials in the Division of 
Performance Analysis and the Systems Evaluation Branch. We wantec 
to determine their role in overseeing states’ use of SURS data and review 
the data they collect on states’ utilization control programs. 

To assess state utilization control programs for recipients, we visited 
state Medicaid agencies in California, Louisiana. Minnesota, Ohio, Tex: 
and Wisconsin. The six states were selected because they had large 
Medicaid programs, accounting for over 26 percent of the total federal 
and state Medicaid payments in fiscal year 1985, and wide variations 
the number of recipients in their utilization control programs. 

In the states, we reviewed pertinent rules and regulations on their reci 
ient control programs and, through discussions with state personnel? 
determined the methodologies used to identify and review potential 
abusers and determine whether potential abusers identified were sub- 
ject to state controls. 

In each state we obtained information (1) on the types of services the 
states screen to identify potential abusers, (2) on how the states organ 
ized recipients into class groups, (3) on methods used to review the 
recipients who were identified as potential abusers (also referred to a: 
exceptors), (4) on methods states used to try to modify aberrant utiliza 
tion patterns, (5) on the results of state programs, and (,6) the states h 
developed on estimated cost avoidance for their recipient control pro- 
grams. FVe assessed the reasonableness of the methods used to estimat 
cost avoidance. but did not verify the accuracy of the estimates. 

Because of the limited number of semices screened for abuse in Califo 
nia’s SURS process, we did an analysis to determine if additional abuse: 
could be identified by screening services that were not being screened 
the state. Our objective was to determine if SURS could be used more 
effectively to evaluate stat.es’ abuse problems and identify additional 
abusers. The analysis was based on a statistically valid sample of 5 pe 
cent of the individuals eligible for California’s Medicaid program and 1 
paid claims history file for each sampled recipient. (See app. I for add 
tional details on our methodology.) 
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To obtain information on states’ provider control programs, we Lrisited 
state Medicaid agencies in California. Texas, Massachusetts. and Illinois. 
The four states accounted for about 23 percent of total fiscal year 1985 
Medicaid payments. In each state we reviewed rules and regulations per- 
taining to their provider utilization programs and, through discussions 
with program officials, determined their methodologies for identifying, 
reviewing, and applying sanctions against abusive providers. Where 
available, we obtained information on any identified cost avoidance data 
from their programs, but did not verify the accuracy of the estimates. 

We also reviewed our prior reports on Medicaid Management Informa- 
tion Systems and reports on states’ Medicaid recipient control programs 
prepared by the HH!3 Inspector General, the Kational Governors’ Xssocia- 
tion’s Center for Policy Research, and Pracon. Inc.’ 

We did not do a reliability assessment of the Medicaid Management 
Information Systems’ claims data used in our analyses because HCFA had 
completed Systems Performance Reviews in those states where analyses 
were made and found that the claims data were being accurately 
processed. 

Except as noted above, we performed the review in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards between April 1985 
and June 1986. A draft of this report was reviewed by HHS and the 
states included in our review. Their comments are incorporated where 
appropriate. 

“Prawn. Inc.. conducted its study under contract to Hoffman-La Rouche. Inc. 
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Controlling Medicaid Abusers Results in 
Cost Avoidance 

States generally control abusive recipients by (1) restricting them to 
receiving services from specified providers (lock-in), (2) notifying then 
on proper use of Medicaid services (notification or monitor letters), or 
(3) requiring providers to obtain approval from the Medicaid agency 
before they provide specified nonemergency services (prior authoriza- 
tion) to recipients under sanctions. Because the sanctions are establish 
by the states, the types of sanctions available vary from state to state. 

By controlling Medicaid abuse, states can avoid payments for unneces- 
sary Medicaid services. Of the six states we visited, three had developt 
data showing that they were avoiding payment for millions of dollars 
worth of medically unnecessary Medicaid services through recipient 
control programs. The HHS Inspector General and the National Gover- 
nors’ Association have also reported cost avoidance resulting from 
actions to control abusive recipients. There are significant variances, 
however. in the size and types of states’ recipient control programs an 
the cost avoidance reported. Using a range of assumptions for the per- 
centage of Medicaid recipients in control programs of 0.5 to 1.5 percen 
and a range of annual cost avoidance per recipient of $500 to % 1,250, 
potential cost avoidance in 1985 could have ranged from $54.5 million 
over $300 million. 

Program Results 
Varied in Six States 
Visited 

Texas had 1.24 percent of the state’s Medicaid population in its recipic 
control program compared to 0.06 percent or less in the other five stat 
we visited (see table 2.1). Not surprisingly, Texas also estimated the 
largest cost avoidance-over $11 million-in fiscal year 1985, althou,- 
California ($231) and Ohio ($216) estimated larger monthly savings pi 
controlled recipient than Texas ($106) (,see table 2.2). 
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Chapter 2 
Cmtrolling Medicaid Abusers Results in 
Cost .4voidance 

Table 2.1: Abusive Recipients in Control 
Programs in the Six States Visited’ Recipients in control programs 

Percent of 
Medicaid 

State/type of control Number population 
California: 
Prior aurhonzatlon 

Drugs 255 
Office rlstts-- 282 
Drugs and offlce \rlsits 339 

Lock:In 55 
Letter 1 155 

Total 2,066 .06 
Texas: 
Lock-In 

Letter 

Post lock.ln monitonnaC 

640 

4 527 

4 270 

Total 9,445 1.24 
Ohio lock-in 635c .06 
Louisiana lock-in 32 .Ol 
Wisconsin lock-in 106 .02 
Minnesota lock-in 161 .05 

‘The numbers of reclplents In control programs ‘were as of December 1986 in Callfornla August 31 
1985. In Texas Apn 1 1985 In Ohlo: Jafluarj 30. 1986 !n LouIslana. December 31 1985. in vVlsconsln 
and September 30 1985 In Mnnesota 

“Texas monitors reclplents use of servtces after they are released from Ihe lock-In program 

‘In commenting on a draft 01 this reporr Onlo sad that as Gf June 1 1%:. Ihe IOCkdn program had 1 050 
reclplents 
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Chapter 2 
Controlling Medicaid Abusers Results in 
Cost Avoidance 

Table 2.2: Cost Avoidance Estimates 
From Three States for Their Recipient 
Control Program’ 

State Period analvzed 

Cost avoidance 
Per recipia 

Total per mo 
Callfornla 

Texas 
Ohlo 

July-Sept. 1983 
Feb -Apr 1984 
Fiscal 1985 year 
Mar 1984.June 1985 

$2,336.460 $2 
2.850.900 

11.265.579 
2 163.158 

“Wrsconsm. Mtnnesota and Loutslana had not esttmated COSI avoldancs although Wsconstn had dc 
a ltmlted analysts of seven rectprents that showed an average cosl avotdance of $615 per enrollee o’v 
g-month period 

Of the states visited, only California used a prior authorization progra 
requiring physicians to obtain approval from the Medicaid agency 
before dispensing drugs, providing an office visit, or both to a recipien 
under sanctions. California reported average cost avoidance ranging 
from $160 to $400 per recipient per month for its various prior author 
zation programs during the two periods for which the state had devel- 
oped cost avoidance estimates. (See table 2.3.) 

Table 2.3: Schedule of Estimated Cost 
Avoidance for California Restriction 
Programa 

Type of sanction 

Estimated 
Months Savings T 

sanctioned per month savir 
Prior authorization for: 
Druas 

(July-Sept 1983) 
iFeb.-Apr. 1984) 

4.996 $160 $799 
3.425 200 685 

Offlce vlslts 
1JulySept 1983) 3,510 300 1.053. 
(Feb .Apr 1984) 4.833 300 1,449 

Comblnatlon of drugs and offlce visits 
(July-Sept. 1983)- 1 145 400 458, 
(Feb -Aor 1984) 1.500 300 450. 

Lock-inb 
(Feb -Apr 1984) 88 200 17. 

Letters 
iJul,, Scpt 1083) 
iFeb -ADr 1984) 

435 I33 26 
2.484 100 248 

Total 22,416 $231 $5,167,. 

“The state s esttmates ‘were based on utkatron data for samples of recrptents subfect IO controls do 
lng the quarters analyzed The cost avotdance ftgures were based on a comparison ot servtces uttttz 
during the Tarter before and lhe quarter after controls ‘were Imposed . . . . _^ . ...-~, Y.. . I 

‘Comparable lock-tn program data were not avatlable for the quarter July Sepr 1383 
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California also deLreloped detailed cost avoidance data under its lock-in 
pilot project’ operated in the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas. Table 
2.4 shows average monthly utilization of selected semices by the 37 
recipients in the program before their being placed in the pilot project 
and their average utilization during the control period. Before being 
placed in the program. the recipients were seeing at least three provid- 
ers. while during the program, they were required to obtain all care 
through one primary care provider. The average monthly cost avoidance 
was $2 17 per recipient in the Los Angeles area and $169 in the San 
Francisco area. 

rable 2.4: Comparison of the Average 
Monthly Utilization of Medicaid Services Average monthly utilization 
3y Recipients Before and After Being Service Before lock-in After lock-in 
Placed in California’s Lock-In Pilot ~- 

Project 
Offlce WSI~S 1465 1 55 
Emergency room vwts 0.87 0 11 ~~ 
Controlled sutxtance DrescrlDtions 1830 1 60 

Both Texas and California were using letters informing recipients that 
their use of Medicaid services was above normal and would be moni- 
tored. Texas made the most extensive use of this option, sending letters 
to 1,000 recipients identified as the highest utilizers of the semices 
screened each month. The letters are sent automatically without a man- 
ual review of the recipients’ utilization history. Texas has targeted its 
notification letters to the recipients most likely to be abusive by esclud- 
ing recipients aged 60 years and older or under 12 years and terminally 
ill and institutionalized recipients. Tesas Medicaid officials said that 
they have found that few overutilizers exist in these groups. 

In commenting on a draft of this report, California said that it is not 
advissb!e tc ser.c! Ipftq-c tn rminimtc \vithnlIt first rpvjewing their ACCCL .d L” .b... y-c....., . .-..--ml _---- _ _ 
records to determine if the use was justified. California said that the 
most carefully written documents are often misunderstood and that it 
would not want to threaten sanctions due to high utilization for a recipi- 
ent with a prolonged or severe illness. Ohio, in its comments, however, 

‘The lock-m p11ot project began in September 1982. and the last recipients were placed tn the progr,un 
in August 1985 The project’s purpose was to determine whether restricting abuswe recipients to 
specific providers would reduce hledicad espendlturrs. provide better medwal case management. and 
t:ause a change in the way abusive Medicaid reclplents sought medical care. The state found the 
program was effective in reducmg the number of office \ ISNS and prescnptlons for abuwve recipients 
as well as reducmg costs to the program whde ensuring access to quality medical care when needed 
California 1s now implementmg the program. to be referred to as the Primary Care Pro\ lder Prngram. 
statewide 
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said that it agreed with Texas’ assumption of targeting its notificatior 
letters. 

The notification letter informs the recipients that their utilization is 
above normal and provides a publication explaining how to make the 
best use of Medicaid senrices. It suggests that recipients obtain most o 
their care through one physician and pharmacy. The letter states that 
the recipient’s utilization will continue to be monitored. and if inapprc 
priate utilization is again identified, the recipient will be subject to co’ 
seling or restriction to one physician and pharmacy. The letter also gir 
the recipient the opportunity to provide information justifying his or 
her high utilization of services. 

Tesas has found that 60 percent of the recipients receiving the notific 
tion letter have changed their utilization patterns so as not to be consi 
ered potential abusers when their cases are re-reviewed. This has 
allowed the state to affect utilization patterns without going through r 
manual review of detailed SLM reports. 

Recipients who receive notification letters and are later identified aga 
as potential abusers become subject to the state’s lock-in program. The 
cases are manually reviewed and if abuse is identified, the recipient is 
restricted to one provider and/or one pharmacy. Recipients are release 
from the lock-in program after they demonstrate normal utilization of 
Medicaid services. Texas also monitors recipients’ use of Medicaid ser- 
vices after the recipient is released from the lock-in program. Texas of 
cials believe it is important that they follow up on the initial notificati 
letter and take further action if warranted. Otherwise they believe 
recipients would learn to disregard the letter and continue abusing Me 
caid senTices. 

Texas limits the number of letters sent to 1,000 a month based on staf 
available to follow up on the estimated 40 percent of the recipients wt 
continue to be identified as potential abusers of Medicaid services. In 
1985, Texas had adequate staffing to manually review 400 cases a 
month to make restriction determinations. As shown on table 2.5, Tex; 
estimated that warning letters resulted in cost avoidance of $120 per 
recipient per month during fiscal year 1985, accounting for over two- 
thirds of the state’s reported cost avoidance. 
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Table 2.5: Schedule of Estimated Cost 
Avoidance for Texas Restriction 
Program, Fiscal Year 1985’ 

Sanction 

Number of 
months 

recipients 
under sanction 

Savings Total 
per month savings 

;etter 63 8120 $7.572720 -~ 
Lock-In 7 839 133 1.042 587 
Post lock-in monltorq 

Total 
34072 76 2.650.272 

105,817 $106b $11,265,579 

‘Texas has lnregrated ifs cost arolaance program lnlo its SURS Identlfylng tne MedIcala records of 
reclplents enrollecl In the program for use In cost reporting The reclplenls average COST of serxes per 
monlh before and arter corrective acttons were compared The average cosl a,golded per reclplent per 
montn .vas calculated and multlpllea by the number of reclplents sanctIoned per month IO otxaln ,cost 
a;oldance data 

California reported less cost avoidance for its warning letters (an aver- 
age of $80 per recipient per month in two quarters analyzed), and it 
made less use of the letters. As of December 1. 1986, California had 
1.1 Xi recipients in its monitor letter program. 

The other four states reviewed (Ohio, Wisconsin, Louisiana, and Minne- 
sota) operated lock-in programs, but generally did not use other sanc- 
tions for recipient abuse.: As shown in table 2.1, the four states had 0.06 
percent or less of their Medicaid recipients enrolled in a lock-in program. 
Of the four states. only Ohio had estimated cost avoidance. As shovvn by 
table 2.6. Ohio estimated cost avoidance of over $2 million between Jan- 
uary 1984 and June 1985, an average of about $216 per recipient per 
month. 

‘In commenting on a draft of this report. Ohio sad that It refers some reclplent abuse cases to locxl 
welfare offices and to county prosecutors 
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Table 2.6: Schedule of Estimated Cost 
Avoidance for Ohio Lock-In Programa 

Period 
Cost avoidance 

Total Per recioient mont 
Jan .Mar 1984 $117094 $2 
Apr -June 1984 241 756 2 
July-Sept 1984 667 592 2 
Ott -Dee 1984 321 212 1 

Jan .Mar 1985 405.535 2 
Apr -June 1985 409 969 1 

Total $2,163,158 $2 
“Cost avordance cas esllmated by companng the cost of medrcal ser’yrces for recrprents k-r the progrz 
pnor to therr berng enrolled to the average cost for a Medrcard recrprenr The system assumes mearca 
costs for restricted recrprents .NIII decrease to the cost of rhe a’verage Ohro Mearcatd recrprent In con 
menting on a araft of thus report. Ohro sala that Its new Management Informalron System IS now operc- 
ng and thar Ihe state r”.lll explore the ~OSSIDIIQ of trackrng savrngs per recrprent 

‘GAOcomputed vatues 

Other Studies Show 
Similar Results 

The HHS Inspector General and the National Governors’ Association’s 
Center for Policy Research have also issued reports showing that recip 
ent control programs are cost effective, but not widely used. 

Inspector General’s Report In 1983, the HHS Inspector General issued a report” on abuse and diver- 
sion of Medicaid-funded prescription drugs. The report pointed out tha 
restriction programs prevent substantial unnecessary costs, but saving 
could be increased through improvement and expansion. The report es 
mated that the 35 states with programs controlling the most serious 
drug abusers may save as much as $49 million annually. It was esti- 
mated that an additional $94 million could be saved annually if control 
programs were expanded to all states and if their effectiveness were 
improved. 

The Inspector General’s study found wide variations in the percentage 
of recipients in control programs among the states studied. According 1 
the Inspector General, these differences could not be explained solely t 
geographic variations in the extent of abuse or the length of time that 
the programs had been operating. The report cited the apparent key fa 
tor in the differences as the states’ relative effectiveness in identifying 
and reviewing recipients with high utilization patterns. (See ch. 3.) 

“Prescription Drug .\buse and Dwermn in the Medicaid Program. Oct. 1983. 
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The Inspector General cited two studies showing that restriction pro- 
grams appear to be cost effective. A study on Minnesota estimated 
annual administrative costs per recipient of $1,782 compared to annual 
savings in benefit payments of $2,789. a net annual savings of $1 ,OO’i 
per recipient. California estimated annual direct cost of operating its 
restriction program of about $500.000. with about 10 times that amount 
in annual savings. 

The report also stated that many of its findings and recommendations 
may apply to Medicaid sewices as a whole, since the problems of pre- 
scription drug diversion and abuse occur as part of the larger problem of 
fraud and abuse. 

National Governors’ 
Report 

In 1983, the National Governors’ Association’s Center for Policy 
Research issued a study’ of state Medicaid recipient control programs 
based on information from 37 states responding to its sumey. The study 
reported on the different mechanisms designed by state Medicaid admin- 
istrators to reduce inappropriate utilization of Medicaid sewices. includ- 
ing patient counseling and education programs, prior authorization 
programs, and “lock-in” programs. 

The National Governors’ Association reported that in the 25 states pro- 
viding data, gross annual savings averaged about $1,000 per recipient in 
their lock-in programs. It also showed, however, that the percentage of 
the statewide Medicaid populations in recipient lock-in programs varied 
from 0.003 percent in three states (Arkansas, ‘rexas, and West L7irginia) 
to 1.73 percent in Illinois. Further, most states at that time had fewer 
than 100 recipients in their lock-in programs. Table 2.7 shows the 
approximate distribution of the number of restricted recipients among 
rh..e srates sumeyed by the association. - --- _.. 

Table 2.7: Schedule of Recipients in 
Lock-In Programs Surveyed by the 
National Governors’ Association 

Number of recipients restricted 
1 - 100 

101 .200 

Number of states 
20 

8 

201 - 500 4 

501 1,000 2 
+1 000 3 

37 

‘Redwing Excessme LItdizatm of Mediraid Sen~ces. Recipient Lock-m Programs. June 1983. 
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The study showed that about 70 percent of all lock-in recipients in 
states they sumeyed were in Illinois. The report stated, however, that 
the heavy concentration did not appear to be due to Illinois’ having mo 
restrictive criteria than the others. The report states it more likely 
reflected Illinois’ decision to allocate the necessary administrative 
resources to review and, when appropriate, restrict individuals exceed 
ing its utilization criteria. 

The National Governors’ Association said that 19 of the 20 states repor 
ing administrative costs to operate their lock-in programs more than 
recouped those costs in the form of program savings. According to the 
association, the average benefit-to-loss ratio for the 20 states, weighted 
by program size. was $12.79 to $1 .OO. Only Arkansas. which had only 
seven recipients in its lock-in program, reported that administrative 
costs esceeded program savings. The association also noted that as Ion! 
as utilization review is a federally mandated function, a large portion o 
lock-in program expenditures represent fixed costs. 

The National Governors’ Association also reported on other programs t 
control Medicaid abuse. Four states were operating prior authorization 
programs, with enrollments in the three states providing data ranging 
from 38 to 1.336 recipients. Michigan, which had 1.336 recipients in its 
program. had analyzed 468 recipients’ utilization before and after theJ 
were placed in the prior authorization program. They found that the 
recipients experienced decreases of 94 percent in the number of physi- 
cian encounters and 95 percent in the number of prescriptions. The 
decrease in sewices resulted in an average annual decrease in expendi- 
tures of $3,528 per recipient and a total cost avoidance of $ 1,119,116 
over the projected base period utilization. 

According to the National Governors’ Association, adequate data were 
not available on the administrative costs to operate the prior authoriza, 
tion programs. The association said, however, that the heavier reliance 
on county personnel to approve sewice requests might cause the admir 
istrative costs to be somewhat higher than those of a lock-in program, 
reducing the difference in net savings. 

The National Governors’ Association also reported that 13 states and 
the District of Columbia were operating patient education programs. In 
the 12 jurisdictions providing data, the number of recipients in the pro- 
grams ranged from 0 to 1,370. No cost avoidance estimates or adminis- 
trative costs were reported for education programs. 
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Overall Impact of 
Recipient Controls 

As shown above, in the six states visited and in researching other stud- 
ies on recipient control programs, we found wide variations in both the 
percentage of states’ Medicaid populations in recipient control programs 
and the cost al’oidance estimates developed for the programs. 

To provide some perspective on the potential for cost avoidance from 
recipient control programs nationwide. we developed several scenarios 
using different variables for both (,l) the nationlvide percentage of the 
Medicaid populations in states’ control programs and (2) the annual cost 
avoidance per recipient controlled, which we set at MOO, $750. S 1,000, 
and % 1.250. Our first scenario used a nationwide percentage of Medicaid 
population in states’ control programs of 0.04 percent, the average le!‘el 
achieved by five of the six states we visited. LTnder this scenario, poten- 
tial cost avoidance nationwide ranged from about $4.4 million, assuming 
a $400 per recipient annual savings, to about $11 million. assuming a 
$I 1,250 per recipient annual savings. 

We then delVeloped scenarios using assumptions for the percentage of 
the Medicaid population in control programs of 0.5 percent, 1 .O percent, 
and 1.5 percent, a range which moves up to and beyond the 1.24percent 
level in Texas’ recipient control program. As shown in figure 2.1, using 
the minimum variables, 0.5 percent of the Medicaid population in con- 
trol programs, and annual cost avoidance of $500 per recipient, the total 
potential annual cost avoidance increases to $54.5 million. The total 
increases to over $400 million using the highest assumptions for the two 
variables. 

‘Our percentage of the hledicatd popularIon m control programs was hased on the approstmately 21.3 
ntilhon hledicaid recipients III fiscal year 1985. 
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Figure 2.1: Potential Savings for 
Recipient Control Programs Using 
Different Cost Avoidance and Population 500 Cost Avoidance (Millions ot Dollars) 

Variables 

0 

0.5 1.0 

Percool of Medicaid populafion In recipienl contml program 

- 81.250 per recepwlt 
-1-1 81.000 per recepmr 
m $750 per receplenl 
n n n n $500 per recepienl 

Conclusions Controlling Medicaid abusers can avoid payment for millions of dollar. 
in unnecessary Medicaid services. Although only limited data were 
available on the cost of operating restriction programs, both the 
National Governors’ Association and HHS'S Inspector General concludec 
that they were cost effective and should be expanded. However, most 
states have few of their Medicaid recipients in control programs. 

States should use SLIRS more effectively and efficiently to identify and 
correct Medicaid abuse. Chapter 3 discusses the inadequacies in HCFA'S 
oversight of states’ use of SLRS to support their control programs, the 
resulting problems states were having in using SLRS programs, and rec- 
ommendations to improve the postpayment review process. 
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In 1978 and 1982 we made a series of recommendations to HHS to elimi- 
nate weaknesses in states’ utilization control efforts that were hamper- 
ing the effectiveness of SUM in identifying and correcting Medicaid 
abuse. HHS has not taken adequate action to strengthen program controls 
in response to our recommendations. As a result, some states we visited 
were experiencing problems using SLNS to identify potential abusers or 
were making only minimal use of data generated by SLIRS, similar to the 
problems identified in our 1978 and 1982 reports. 

Our 1985 report on HHS'S second year implementation of the Federal 
Managers’ Financial Integrity .4ct recommended that HHS include inter- 
nal control weaknesses identified by GAO. the Inspector General, and 
other reports under the act’s reporting requirements. HHS did not concur, 
and because the weaknesses in utilization control programs were not 
included in HHS'S reporting and tracking system, there is less assurance 
that they are being monitored and corrected. 

Identification Process In 1978, we reported that states were having problems in screening 

Not Adequately 
Assessed by HCFA 

appropriate services and class groups to identify abuse and in setting 
exception parameters to control the number of potential abusers identi- 
fied. Although HCFA later developed the Systems Performance Review. it 
does not adequately evaluate the states’ effectiveness in using SLIRS to 
identify potential abusers. Also, HCFA does not routinely provide techni- 
cal assistance to states or disseminate information on best practices. As 
a result, states were still having the same types of problems described in 
our 1978 report. 

Review Requirements Not HCFA'S Systems Performance Reviews do not adequately assess the effec- 
Adequate tiveness of states’ identification processes. While the review’s stated 

purpose is to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the Medicaid 
program, it is being used primarily with regard to SLIRS to determine 
whether state systems are in place and being used. Little emphasis is 
placed on the effectiveness of SURS in identifying potential abusers. 
There are no specific requirements to evaluate the effectiveness of a 
state’s screens. class groups, or parameters or to develop criteria with 
which to make these evaluations. 
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The Systems Performance Review requires that SCIRS'S capabilities be 
utilized to aid in program management and system improvement.’ Spe- 
cifically, states should (1) adjust SlrRS exception criteria to meet progr 
needs so as to facilitate program evaluation and planning and (2) estak 
lish and use srrRs-related feedback mechanisms for improving system 
performance. HCFA reviewers are instructed to use state documentation 
to determine if states are meeting these requirements. 

The review does not require states to develop overall information on 
their potential abuse problems, which could be used as criteria to evah 
ate the effectiveness of the screens, class groups, and parameters used 
by the state. -41~0. HCFA reviewers are not instructed to collect or use 
program results, such as the number of potential abusers identified by 
SIRS, the number of potential abusers reviewed by the state, or the 
number of potential abusers under sanctions. either (1) as a measure o. 
states’ progress in addressing their Medicaid abuse problems or (2) as 
indicators of problems states may be having in using SLIRS. 

Some Types of Abuse Not SL'RS should be programmed to monitor senyices that are the most likel!, 
Detected to be abused and to use screens, referred to as report items, that best 

indicate abuse of these senlices. In 1978. we reported that the states w, 
reviewed were using differing numbers and types of report items 
because they were uncertain as to what were the most appropriate 
report items to use to identify the various types of abuse. 

Our current review showed that states continue to have problems in 
selecting appropriate screens. For example. between 1977 and 1981, C: 
ifornia reviewed cases only for abuse of drugs, primarily codeine com- 
pounds. According to California, one of the reasons its initial efforts 
were in the area of abusable drugs was concern about the health status 
of recipients. Although California added a screen to detect office visit 
abuse in 1981, it was not adjusting its report items to screen for other 
types of abuse, such as excessive visits to the emergency room or exces 
sive use of other types of prescription drugs. The chief of California’s 
Bureau of Utilization Review agreed that the limitations on the types o 
services screened and the number of class groups used (see p. 31) had 
resulted in the state’s underutilizing SLIRS capabilities. 

‘The review also requires that a specific percentage of SLMS output be used. that required reports I 
produced, and that the reports be tunely 
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To determine if additional abusers could be identified in California, we 
analyzed a s-percent sample of individuals eligible for Medicaid in the 
quarter April through June 1984 using four additional screens, including 
the number of prescriptions, provider visits. emergency room visits, and 
different providers.’ We estimate that about 4.700 more recipients 
should have been subject to state sanctions. About $4 million in annual 
Medicaid payments could have been avoided. according to our 
estimates. J 

According to California, it has instituted many changes in the recipient 
screening program since late 1984 to better identify pot.ential abuse. 
These changes include establishing screens for ( 1) drug prescriptions 
that halve a high abuse potential and (2) the number of office, outpa- 
tient, or emergency room visits for which the diagnosis was a “common” 
one instead of all provider or emergency room visits. 

California also said that it now uses screens in combination rather than 
singly to better identify abuse. For example. California looks for recipi- 
ents who are receiving a high number of abusive drugs from numerous 
providers and for emergency room use in conjunction with physician 
and outpatient visits. 

Class Groups Screened Do SURS should also be programmed to focus on pro\riders and recipients 
Not Always Focus on Most most likely to abuse Medicaid services. SLW was designed so that class 
Likely Abusers groups of similar providers and recipients could be established, and indi- 

viduals’ use of Medicaid services could be measured against their peers. 
This better ensures that the utilization patterns of individuals identified 
as aberrant do in fact indicate potential abuse. 

.  . . I  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . _  _ PIP $LFE !pchnjqwg ma_n.lg! rwommends that recipients be classified. at . ____.- 
a minimum, based on their age and whether they are institutionalized. In 
addition, recipients may be classified based on type of assistance quali- 
fying them for Medicaid (such as Aid to Families With Dependent Chil- 
dren and Supplemental Security Income) or on geographic location. 
Providers, on the other hand, are classified according to demographic 
and medical characteristics. For example, they may be divided into such 

‘The serwes and parameters used were estabhshed rhrough research of a SLIRS Operational Tech- 
ruques Handbook prepared for the states to &%ist m the development of their utilization control pro- 
grams and reports on State recipient control programs done by rhe Natmnal Gnvemors’ Assoclatmn 
and Prawn. Inc. 

“AppendLy I provides dewIs of our projection5 and cost a\.oidance estimates. 
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groupings as allergy and dermatology, radiology and radiation, urban 
rural, and individual or group practice. 

In 19’i8, we reported that problems in assigning providers and recipiel 
to appropriate class groups and selecting class groups for screening 
adversely affected the validity of SLURS reports. Many providers who 
appeared in Michigan’s exception reports did so because they were pu 
in the wrong class group. Similar problems were identified in Ohio’s cl 
sification of recipients. We also reported that Michigan had obtained 
HCF-4 approval of its SlWG by screening two recipient class groups for 
abuse, but had not screened other class groups. 

Our current review showed that three of the six recipient control pro- 
grams reviewed had used class groups inappropriately, thereby affect 
ing the identification of potential abusers. In fiscal year 1985, Minnesc 
used class groups made up of the elderly and institutionalized almost 
exclusively, groups other states have found to be less likely to abuse 
Medicaid services. For example, Wisconsin believes institutionalized 
recipients lend themselves only minimally to review, and Texas and 
Ohio had eliminated or limited their review of elderly andior institutic 
alized recipients because of the unlikelihood of finding abuse in those 
groups. 

The supervisor of the Minnesota recipient surveillance unit said that 
Minnesota runs SLIRS primarily to meet the Systems Performance Revic 
minimum requirement and did not try to select class groups based on t 
likelihood of identifying abuse. For example, he said that they have ha 
the most success in identifying potential abusers from the 18-64-year- 
old Aid to Families With Dependent Children class group, but that grow 
was screened only once for the four quarters we analyzed. In the fourt 
quarter of fiscal year 1985, Minnesota screened two class groups of 
recipients 65 years and older and one class group of residents in inter- 
mediate care facilities for the mentally retarded. Only 16 potential abi 
ers were identified. 

The supervisor of the recipient sumeillance unit said that SURS was no 
the best method for identifying potentially abusive recipients and that 
he would rather rely on other sources’ for referrals of abusive recipie! 

“The SLWi unit receives referrals from its invoice processing LINK which identlfks prescriptions 
filled for a recipient two or more times m one day, or from the next day, and from a state program 
determine whether reclplents are recentig ratlonal drug therapy. which uses various screens to IC 
at the appropnareness of physicians’ prescribing practices. 
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than deal with the complexity of Sl’RS. The other sources used by Minne- 
sota primarily focus on abuse of prescription drugs. As discussed on 
pages 28 to 29, California had similarly focused its reviews primarily on 
abuse of codeine and had not identified about 1,700 recipients abusing 
such Medicaid services as emergency rooms and provider visits. 

Louisiana also used class groups consisting primarily of institutionalized 
recipients in the four quarters we reviewed. In the first two quarters of 
calendar year 1985. the 13 class groups analyzed by the recipient SIRS 

were all made up of institutionalized recipients. In the third quarter of 
fiscal year 1985, the state developed 13 new class groups. which include 
10 made up of institutionalized recipients and 3 of noninst.itutionalized 
recipients.’ 

Louisiana officials said they use these class groups because they want to 
identify potentially abusive providers treating institutionalized recipi- 
ents. The preponderance of class groups with institutionalized recipi- 
ents, however, could limit the state’s ability to identify recipients 
abusing Medicaid senrices. As discussed above. other states have limited 
their review of institutionalized recipients because of the unlikelihood 
that they are abusing services. In Louisiana, however, institutionalized 
recipients in the 10 class groups screened are just as likely to be 
reviewed as recipients in the 3 class groups in which abuse is more 
likely to occur. 

California also used class groups inappropriately. LInti November 1983, 
California used only two class groups for recipients and limited the 
number of recipients that could be identified as potential abusers to 
5,000 in each group. The system processed recipients on a county-by- 
county basis, progressing through the counties alphabetically. The head 
of the ~1% unit noticed that when the system analyzed recipients from 
Los Angeles County, it reached the 5.000 limit and did not analyze 
potential abusers in counties that followed Los Angeles. 

California has since developed 28 class groups, classifying recipients by 
four locations and seven types of aid qualifying them for Medicaid. All 
class groups are processed by SIWG each quarter to assure coverage of 
the entire state. 

“In the first two quarters of calendar year 1985. in which only mstnutionalized recipients were 
screened. 11.801 and 15.572 hlechc~d recipients. respectlrely. were analyzed during the SI.IRS Ident!- 
fication process. In the next two quarters. in whxh Louisiana added class groups made up IJi nonm- 
stitutlonalized recipients. 16:3.696 and 484,865 hledlc;ud recipients. respectively. were analyzed 
dunng the process. 
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According to California, since late 1984, it has also improved its screen 
ing process by eliminating those recipients least likely to abuse the pro 
gram (people over 65 years of age, people in nursing homes, etc.) and 
those with severe conditions that may legitimately require a high level 
of care (Idiagnoses of cancer, chronic renal failure, congestive heart fai 
ure, etc.). 

Controlling Output Is a 
Problem in Some Stat.es 

SIRS operates on the premise that if a provider’s or recipient’s use of 
Medicaid ser\,ices deviates from established parameters, the individua 
is a potential program abuser. Selecting the proper parameters is impo, 
tant because it limits the number of providers or recipients identified a 
potential abusers. In 1978, we reported that the volume of SURS excep- 
tions was more than available staff could handle and that no state we 
reviewed had arrived at what it believed to be correct control limits. 

Our current review identified similar problems in controlling SLUIS outp 
in Illinois and Louisiana. In Illinois, SURS identified an average of about 
16,000 providers (about 59 percent of the st.ate’s providers) as potenti: 
abusers during each quarter of fiscal year 1985. A computer printout 
was produced profiling each of the 16,000 providers’ billing records. 
Since the state was using only about 2 percent of the printouts product 
each quarter, most of its output was shredded without review. 

Louisiana focused its program on institutionalized recipients during thl 
first two quarters of calendar year 1985. When the state developed cla 
groups that included noninstitutionalized recipients (see p. 3 1 ), the 
number of potential abusers identified increased from 375 in the quartt 
April through June 1985 to almost 75,000 in the next quarter. 

Officials in both Illinois and Louisiana said that they had limited exper 
ence in using SURS reports to control output. Methods for controlling ss’ 
terns output, however. were demonst.rated in a Pracon, Inc., repor? on 
utilization control programs.’ We believe distribution of these types of 

‘.An Analysis of Selected hledicad Drug Ikiluatwn and Recipient Management Programs. Apnl 5. 
198-L 

‘The frequency distribution report shows the number and percentage of recipients using services 
screened at selected levels. Iking frequency distrlbutlon from previous periods. a state could contn 
the approximate number of recipients a screen wdl Identify by settmg the exception parameter at t 
utihzatlon level that has previously excepted the approximate number of potentlal abusers dewed 
1.e If a state wanted a screen to Identify about I.000 potential ahusers. and frequency distribution 
repons from previous periods showed that about 1.01)1) recipienu escepted above a specific utiliza- 
tlon level fiJr that screen. rhe exception parameter would be set at that level. 
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reports to the states by HCFA would help states improve their control 
programs. 

States haking trouble controlling SLIRS output might also want to con- 
sider a simplified recipient identification process developed by Tesas 
that reduces computer processing time. Texas Medicaid officials said 
that traditional SLIRS processing consumed too much computer time, was 
too expensive. and had too high an output volume. According to Ohio, it 
is experiencing similar problems and has proposed a modification of its 
Medicaid Management Information Systems. It said that HCFA has been 
cooperative in reviewing its requests. 

The traditional SI’RS process compares individual profiles to peer group 
profiles to identify individuals whose utilization differs significantly 
from peer group averages. The Texas system eliminates these compari- 
sons and identifies the top 10 percent of the recipient.s utilizing specific 
setTices that the state has identified as indicators of potential abuse. 
While Texas’ system has the capability to rank recipients in 99 separate 
service categories, state agency officials are currently using 2 that they 
consider to be the best indicators of recipient abuse.$ Rather than build 
peer group profiles on all possible utilization screens, Texas identified 
recipients with high utilization patterns for these two semices as poten- 
tial abusers. 

HCFA Does Not Provide 
Adequate Technical 
*bissistance 

- -- - - - -- -- - -_ . . . . . __ ._ __ 

The continuing problems states are having in identifying potential abus- 
ers and controlling SLW output highlights the need for technical assis- 
tance. The 1980 amendments to the Social Security Act require HCFA to 
provide states technical assistance in developing and improving their 
Medicaid Management Information Systems in order to continualI> 
kk~XYv’t? Che- 2.13 4 i itxr nf ETQ~P cx:ctPmc tn rlqppt ahllqp _ L ‘CJ “A ClbULb “J .dLb . . ..I C” UI c ..* --__- L. _ 

An official in HCFA’S Bureau of Program Operations said that in the past 
HCFA sponsored Medicaid Management Information System conferences 
that covered SURS. However. the last time SLIM was covered was in the 
1983 conference. He said HCFA resource problems would not allow it to 
sponsor this type of conference in 1985 and that under current dollar 
constraints. there are no resources to provide more assistance to the 
states. He said states can get technical assistance for their Medicaid 
Management Information System on an ad hoc basis by asking the right 
questions to the right person. He said, however, there are no organized 

‘Number of office usits and number of emergency room u5lts. 
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technical assistance activities in HCFA to assist states in operating their 
SlrRS. 

An official in HCFA’S Division of Medicaid Procedures responsible for ce 
tifying state management information systems said his division plays 
only a limited role in assisting individual states to make better use of 
their SURS. He told us that HCFX has no system to transfer “best prac- 
tices” from one state to another and that HCFA maintains no baseline 
information on state recipient control programs that would allow them 
to be compared and evaluated. 

HCFA officials in the regional offices we visited also limited their techni 
cal assistance roles in the states. An official in the Dallas Regional Offit 
said that although the office sponsored a meeting of states’ utilization 
control officials to exchange information on their programs? it does not 
have a program to systematically provide technical assistance to statec 
on how to make their utilization control programs more effective or on 
operating SIRS. One official in the Dallas region stated that four of the 
five states in that region did not have staff that were knowledgeable 
about SURS. He said they lack the necessary system, statistical, admini. 
trative. and medical skills, and as a result. SLBS data are not used as 
effectively as they could be to identify and monitor recipients and pro- 
viders. The San Francisco HCFA regional official responsible for System: 
Performance Reviews said he does not proside technical assistance to 
the states because he believed this was a function of HCF.4 headquarter! 

Ohio Medicaid officials told us that they could have used technical assi 
tance in setting up their recipient control program. The state’s current 
recipient control program was set up in 1984 to concentrate on abuse o 
prescription drugs, and the same five screens have been used since 
March 1983. Ohio is now installing an updated SURS, similar to systems 
used in 14 other states.9 State officials said they will experiment with 
different screens and different combinations of screens once the new 
system is installed. In commenting on a draft of this report, Ohio said 
that the HCFA regional office provided the names of people in other 
states who were developing new approaches to SURS. but more technica 
assistance is needed. 

“In commentmg on a drafr of this report, Ohlo srud that it has completed w.tallatlon of Its updated 
SLIRS and has smce installed a new hledicaid Management InformatIon Sysrem. Ohm said that It WI 
not be able tn fully utilize the new SllRS until problems III merging the two system? are resolved 
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Although HCFA headquarters officials recognize that some states are not 
properly using SLIRS. officials in the Bureau of Program Operations say 
that limited resources hamper their ability to provide technical 
assistance. 

Compared to the cost of establishing and operating Medicaid Manage- 
ment Information Systems-$430 million in 1985-the cost to provide 
technical assistance to improve the operation of those systems is mini- 
mal. For example, HCFA could have 

l helped Louisiana and Illinois control the output of their SLMS by giving 
them a copy of the Pracon, Inc., report discussing the use of frequency 
distribution reports; 

l helped Minnesota and Louisiana in selecting appropriate class groups by 
providing data on the types of recipients most likely to abuse services; 

l updated and distributed the 1973 SLIRS manual; and 
l sponsored conferences of states’ SLRS officials to facilitate the exchange 

of techniques. 

Review Requirement In 1982 we reported that states could generally meet most HCFA review 

Should Be Revised requirements by making minimal use of SlIRS data. Although HHS is 
required to periodically update them, the review requirements have 
remained the same since the fiscal year 1983 Systems Performance 
Reviews. 4s a result, some states continue to make minimal use of SURS 
data. 

By establishing a review requirement based on an assessment of states’ 
potential abuse, HCFA could better ensure that SIRS data are used effi- 
ciently and that adequate staff and resources are devoted to combating 
Medicaid abuse. It would also give HCFA reviewers more definitive crite- 
ria to better evaluate states’ effectiveness in identifying and correcting 
abuse. 

Review Requirement 
Inadequate 

A 19i’3 SLMS operational techniques manual explained that states’ utili- 
zation review programs should be established on the basis of the poten- 
tial abusers identified by reasonable identification criteria and that 
identification criteria should not be adjusted to limit output in accor- 
dance to the size of a state’s staff. It warned that an investment in Medi- 
caid computerization is largely wasted if XQS staffing and resources are 
inadequate, and advised that caution must be used to guard against the 
implementation of a sophisticated, full-blown computerized SllRS that 
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will be used at only a fraction of capacity if staffing levels are 
inadequate. 

In 1978, we reported that it was questionable whether any of the thret 
states we reviewed had adequate staff to handle their workload. We 
noted that often reports that were produced were little used. For exan 
ple, Ohio identified thousands of recipients potentially abusing Medica 
services, but seldom used the reports to identify abusers. HCFA rein- 
forced the importance of adequate staffing in the 1982 Sl’RS General S! 
terns Design. which pointed out that the effective use of SLM?S reports i> 
predicated upon the existence of an adequate staff to handle the work 
load generated by the system. 

We reported in 1982. however, that states can generally meet most of 
the Systems Performance Review requirements for SLMS by investigati 
a minimum number of recipients and providers and demonstrating tha 
the stl% output was used. The Systems Performance Review requires 
that states review at least 0.01 percent of the total body of active recil 
ents and 0.5 percent of the total number of active noninstitutional pro. 
viders quarterly. 7 II) At least 80 percent of the established minimum 
recipients or providers to be reviewed must be selected from those ider 
tified through the ongoing quarterly SlrRS exception process. 

Discussions with HCFA headquarters officials indicate that the require- 
ments were established to assure at least a minimal use of the system, 
not as measures of efficiency. An official in HCF?~‘S Bureau of Quality 
Control commented that before the Systems Performance Review, soml 
states were not using slr& data, and that by developing the review 
requirements, they hoped to get states to use ~1% at least to a minimal 
extent. 

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Louisiana were using the minimum Systems 
Performance Review requirement as the basis for their reviews of reci 
ients identified as potential abusers by SURS. Table 3.1 presents data 
from four states on the number of recipients identified by their SCARS % 
potential abusers, the number of those recipients reviewed during four 
quarters of SURS activity, and each state’s Systems Performance Reviel 
requirement. 

I ICI A minimum number of inpatient hospital services providers must also be retIewed as specified II 
the Systems Performance Review on an annual basis. 
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Table 3.1: Number of Potential Abusers 
Identified and Reviewed in Four States, 
and the Systems Performance Review 
Requirement 

State3 
California 

Minnesota 

Wisconsin 

Time period 
1 st quarter 85 
2nd quarter 85 
3rd 85 quarter 
4th quarter 85 

1 st quarter 85 2nd quarter 85 

3rd quarter 85 4th quarter 85 
3rd quarter 84 
4th quarter 84 
1 st quarter 85 
2nd 85 quarter 

Potential abusers 
Identified Reviewedb 

41 452 3.406 
43 167 4 156 
25972 4 000 
38880 3704 

121 2,201 ;: 

256 30 16 47 

30.019 
29.749 

:: 

25,140 
21 039 Ei 

Review 
requirementC 

338 
338 
338 
338 

E' 

i: 
47 
47 
47 
47 

Louisiana’ 1 st quarter 85 
2nd 85 quarter 
3rd quarter 85 
4th auarter 85 

353 459 42 
526 42 
434 42 
406 42 

‘Comparable data ;vere not readily available I” Texas and Ohlo In Texas the slate plans to rake actlon 
on 1 500 of the approximately 3 000 to 4.000 potential abusers lcfentlfled each month IIS quarterly fiscal 
year 1985 revleA reqwement was 76 Ohlo s exceptlon ktlng IS produced e\rery 6 momhs and conlalns 
approxlmatel,:( 18 000 reclplents. of whlcn the state revleAs about 1 200 cases each quarter The quar 
terly rerlev, requirement In Ohio was 105 

‘When the number ,of polentlal abusers rewetied IS larger than me number of abusers ldentlfled the 
addltlonal poten!lal abusers woulcf be from otner sources or prewous SURS listmgs 

“Systems Performance Revleti requirement based on the srates MedIcaId populal~ons In fiscal !ear 
1985 

‘In commentmg on a draft of lh!s report Mmnesota sad that the revlevv requIremen should have been 
26 Dased on Its acrlve reclplent count of 258.000 Our requlremenf of 36 v.as based on HCFA s 1985 
census data for actrYe reclplenrs 

‘In Louwana althougn more than rhe minimum number of reclplents Here bemg revlened HCFA deter. 
mined the re’.iev& ‘were not acceptable because the) focused only on one t’ype of abuse 

In Minnesota, the head of the state utilization review unit told us the 
major reason the state runs the recipient SEERS is to qualify for full fed- 
eral financial participation. Minnesota limits its review of potential 
abusers identified by SURS to the Systems Performance Review mini- 
mum. He does not believe the scw identification process is effective, and 
relies more on other sources to identify potential abuse. As discussed on 
page 3 1. the other sources used by Minnesota primarily focus on one 
type of abuse-prescription drugs. 

For the four quarters of activity we reviewed in Wisconsin, the state 
reviewed an average of 85 potential abusers. As shown in table 3.2, 
most potentially abusive recipients in the two class groups (,Aid to Fami- 
lies With Dependent Children and Supplemental Security Income- 
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Disabled) identified by the state as most likely to contain Medicaid 
abuse were not reviewed. 

Table 3.2: Recipients in the Aid to 
Families With Dependent Children and 
Supplemental Security Income- 
Disabled Class Groups in Wisconsin 
Identified as Potentially Abusive During 
Selected Periods 

Services screened 
12 or more high-abuse prescrlptlons 
500 or more high-abuse ~111s 
300 or more codelne ~111s 

Recipients identified 
2nd quarter 7184-9, 

288 1 ; 
755 3: 
218 1 : 

91 or more days’ supply of codeme 97 
300 or more Valium pills 218 11 
91 or more days supply of vallum 
5 or more oharmacles 

327 1 t 
36 

12 or more physclans 67 L 
5 or more prescribers 552 3: 

Louisiana reviewed an average of 456 potential abusers identified by 
SURS in the four quarters covered by our review. HCFA determined, hoi\ 
ever, that the reviews did not meet the Systems Performance Review 
requirement because they were conducted by peer utilization review 
committees established to review only drug utilization, and may not 
identify other types of abuse indicated by SLUXS data. Also, information 
from SURS summary reports, such as recipient’s age, diagnosis, and pla 
of service, were not being used by the committees to determine if the 
case justified full review. The cases were counted as committee review 
as long as the recipient was still Medicaid eligible and had not been 
reviewed before. 

Louisiana is setting up a new procedure to satisfy the Systems Perform 
ante Review requirement. The state utilization control unit will select 2 
sample of cilses sent to the peer utilization review committees large 
enough to meet the recipient review requirementll and include SURS doI 
umentation in the case file. State officials said case files have been 
established on recipients with little chance of being restricted, such as 
critically ill recipients, just to ensure that enough files are available fo 
the Systems Per~orrnance~?e~~~~w:mcasi;S where the potFxYfi’al’&ise i 
drug related, the peer utilization review committees will review the ca 

“In the three quarters reviewed by HCFA for the fiscal year 1986 Systems Performance Renew. t 
review requirements were 38 in one quarter, and 12 tn two quarters. Louisiana met these reqture- 
ments by performing reviews meetmg Systems Performance Review standards in 84.46, and 49 
cases. respectively, In those three quarters. 
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For other types of potential abuse, the state utilization control unit will 
review ~;URS documentation to make a determination. 

-4s shown in table 3.3. by performing only the minimal number of 
reviews required by the Systems Performance Review, many recipients 
in the class group “noninstitutionalized recipients, aged 21-64” utilizing 
high levels of Medicaid semices were not reviewed in the third quarter 
of 1985. 

Table 3.3: Recipients in the 21-64-Year- 
Old Non-Long-Term Care Class Group 
With High Utilization Rates During the 
Third Quarter of 1965 in Louisiana 

Services screened 
5 or more different phystclans 
4 or more different prescribers 

Recipients identified as potential 
abusers 

As a percent of 
recipients 

Number in the class group 
2,097 39 
1,671 27 

4 or more different pharmacies 1.150 16 
18 or more orescnotlons 5.500 77 

Assessing Potential Abuse 
U’ould Provide Basis for 
Standards 

In our 1982 report, we recommended that HCFA revise the Systems Per- 
formance Review standards to measure the states’ effectiveness in iden- 
tifying and correcting program abuse. In a December 6, 1982, letter to 
us, the Secretary of HHS disagreed with our recommendation, saying that 
such standards could not be implemented without information on the 
potential universe of program abuse. 

While we agree with the Secretary that establishing fair and adequate 
program effectiveness measures depends on information on the extent 
of potential program abuse, we believe SURS has the capability to pro- 
vide such an assessment. Reasonable identification criteria could be 
developed based on the most likely types of abuse, such as doctor shop- 
ping and excessive use of prescription drugs and emergency rooms. Con- 
sistent SURS screens, such as the number of different physicians or 
emergency rooms a recipient visits and the number of prescribing physi- -..--..-. -I. . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.. . _. ,_.., . . ,.,.-. ^. . . . $risW~ ~Xi$%iThas, could be used by all states as lnalcators of &llse. 
Exception criteria, such as 2.5 or 3 standard deviations above the norm, 
could be used as parameters to identify the number of potential abusers 
of the services selected. 
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HCFA would then have consistent data on a state-by-state basis on the 
exTent of potential abuse as defined by the reasonable identification cr: 
teria. The Systems Performance Review requirement could then be set 
that le\,el or some percentage of it. 

We realize that some states have placed limitations on certain services 
that may preclude those services from being abused. The assessment 01 
potential abuse should identify little abuse of those sewices on which 
there are limitations. The criteria would therefore establish a state’s 
review requirement based only on sewices likely to be abused. A more 
realistic review requirement may induce states to develop more efficiel 
means to deal with potential abusers identified by their SLIRS. 

Internal Control The Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act of 198% requires that 

Weaknesses Should Be 
agencies periodically evaluate their internal control systems and that 
the heads of executive agencies report to the Congress annually on the 

Corrected systems’ status. The reports are to state whether systems meet the 
objectives of internal control and conform to the internal control stan- 
dards GUI established. Where internal control systems are not adequate 
the agency report must identify the weaknesses involved and describe 
the plans for corrective action. 

The standards for internal controls in t.he federal government require 
that internal control systems provide reasonable assurance that the sy: 
terns’ objectives will be accomplished. In judging whether a system pro 
vides reasonable assurance, agencies should, according to the standard: 

. identify ( 1) risks inherent to agency operations, (2) criteria for deter- 
mining low. medium. and high risks. and (3) acceptable levels of risk 
under varying circumstances and 

l assess risks both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

Another standard requires managers to ( 1) promptly evaluate findings 
and recommendations reported by auditors, t, 2) determine proper 
actions in response to audit findings and recommendations, and (3) con 
plete. kvithin established time frames. all actions that correct or other- 
wise resolve the matters brought to management’s attention. The audit 
resolution process begins when the results of an audit are reported to 
management and ends only after action has been taken that (, 1) correct 
identified deficiencies, t.2) produces improvements. or (3) demonstrate! 
the audit findings and recommendations are either invalid or do not 
ivarrant management action. 
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Our IXovember 1985 report on HHS'S second year implementation of the 
act found that HCFA'S internal controls o!‘er benefit payments made 
under the Medicare and Medicaid programs were not adequate. We 
re\rielved 2 1 HCFA monitoring programs. including the Systems Perform- 
ance Review- used by HCFA to review the performance of paying agents 
(state Medicaid agencies and insurance companies). Ne found that the 
monitoring programs were not comprehensive in that they did not 
include essential evaluation steps and contained serious internal control 
Lveaknesses. 

The report pointed out that HCFA'S monitoring programs review paying 
agents’ compliance with numerous requirements, many of which pre- 
scribe benefit payment control techniques. However. the programs often 
do not establish the relationship between the techniques to be used and 
the objectilves they are intended to accomplish. As shown previously 
with regard to the Systems Performance Review. no data are collected 
on SlrRS contributions to program results, and the only performance cri- 
terion used to measure states’ use of SL’RS is a requirement established to 
assure only a minimal use of the system. 

HCFA performed a vulnerability assessment12 of the Systems Perform- 
ance Review in 1985 and determined that its overall vulnerability rating 
was low. HCFA'S internal control officer changed the rating to moderate 
in vieiv of our 1985 report. Those areas receiving a vulnerability assess- 
ment of either moderate or high are scheduled for an internal control 
review.” 

The internal control review of the Systems Performance Review was 
performed in two HCF.A regional offices and HCFA headquarters in fiscal 
year 1986. It concluded that HCFA headquarters and one region had pro- 
cedures for the Systems Performance Review that provided reasonable 
assurance that the systems’ internal control objectives were met. In the 

“HHS defmed a vulnerahllitv assessment as a review of the susceptibility of an internal control area 
to 1~)~s or unauthtiv-ized use oi’ rewurws. errnrs In reports and tnfot-marion. Illegal or unethrcal acts. 
and or adverse 1~ unfavorable public cyn~on .\ maJor goal of the vulnerability assessment process 
witi tu rank mtemal control areas’ \ulnerahllny to fraud. waste. and abuse. The rankng was to be 
used tn xhedulmg areas for more detailed mtemal control ret le\vs 

‘,‘HHS defined an mfemal control review as a detailed esammarion oi an internal control area IO 
derermme I\ herher adequate cuntrol rechmques eslsted HHS trutlally required highly wllnerable 
ares co be re\ wved durtng I!%;3 and all other areas \rlthln S years. HHS’s mtemal controls mantual 
Issued in February 1!)8S removes the S-year requirement HHS guidance provided that revlelrs. such 
aj those performed by us and the Inspector General. and those ongoing bg management. may b+ 
whstnuted for internal r:ontrol reviews. pmvided they meet internal control requIremews or txwld do 
SO with mmuntim modifliatlons Internal c.ontrol oif1c.er-s were responslblr for detemunmg whether 
wbwtures werr acceptable 
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other region, it concluded that the internal control procedures for the 
Systems Performance Review area did not provide the same reasonable 
assurance. 

The internal control reviews, however, looked only at the Systems Per- 
formance Review process. In the regions. the internal control reviews 
looked at whether the Systems Performance Reviews were conducted i 
accordance with approved guidance. In headquarters, the internal con- 
trol review evaluated the concept and design of the Systems Perform- 
ance Review, its development? and the Medicaid Management 
Information System reapproval process. 

The internal control review did not evaluate specific Systems Perform- 
ance Review guidelines, and regarding the ~1~6 component, whether 
they adequately ensure that state systems are being used in the most 
effective manner to identify and correct abuse. Based on the results of 
our work, we belie\re deficiencies in those guidelines still need to be 
addressed in order to adequately ensure that SLNS is being used effec- 
tively and efficiently by the states to identify and correct Medicaid 
abuse. 

Internal Control Our 1985 report recommended that the Secretary of HHS direct the HCF: 

Weaknesses Should Be Administrator to include internal control weaknesses identified by 

Included in Reporting and HCFA'S benefit monitoring programs, as well as those identified in our 

Tracking System reports and those of the Inspector General, in the Federal Managers’ 
Financial Integrity Act’s reporting and tracking system. The Secretary 
did not agree. stating that to be included in the act’s reporting and trac 
ing system, weaknesses should fit HHS'S definition of a material weak- 
ness or be identified as a result of an internal control review or 
vulnerability assessment. We stated then, and continue to believe. that 
no matter how the benefit payment weaknesses are identified, HHS 
should include them in the reporting and tracking system to provide 
adequate assurance that they are monitored and corrected. 

Conclusions HCFA'S Systems Performance Review neither adequately assesses state: 
SURS identification processes nor ensures more than a minima1 use of 
SUNS data identifying potential Medicaid abusers. Also, HCFA is not rou- 
tinely providing states technical assistance to deal with SLUE problems 
they face or disseminating information on successful SURS techniques. 
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A state’s efforts to identify and review potential abusers should be com- 
mensurate with the extent of potential abuse in the state. By requiring 
each state to assess the extent of its potential abuse problems using the 
same HcFA-defined identification criteria, HCFA could develop Systems 
Performance Review standards to (, 1) better evaluate the effectiveness 
of states’ screens. parameters, and class groups used to identify poten- 
tial abusers and (,2) better ensure that review requirements. and the 
staffing and resources necessary to meet them, are more commensurate 
with states’ potential abuse problems. 

HCFA should also collect data from states that would enable it to monitor 
SLIRS impact on program results. Considering that annual Systems Per- 
formance Reviews will no longer be required in each state. this informa- 
tion could be used by HCFA to better target states for review, and as 
further indicators of states needing technical assistance and using inno- 
vative SLIRS techniques. We also believe that including benefit payment 
internal control weaknesses in the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity 
Act’s reporting and tracking system will better assure that those weak- 
nesses are addressed. 

Recommendations 

. 

. 

. 

We recommend that the Secretary of HHS instruct the HCFA Administra- 
tor to: 

Require states to annually assess the extent of recipient and provider 
abuse in the state using a set of HcF.+developed identification criteria. 
Revise the Systems Performance Review to link a state’s assessment ot 
its potential abuse problems to the number of potential abusers that the 
state must review to meet review requirements. 
Revise the Systems Performance Review to include specific evaluations 
of hew effectively states use SURS to identifv potential abusers. Specifi- I ” 
tally, the review should determine if a state’s screens and class groups 
are reasonable in view of the potential abuse identified in the annual 
assessment and if parameters are reasonable in light of the review 
requirement. 
Include in the Systems Performance Review guidelines a requirement to 
document ( 1) technical problems states are having using the SLTRS to 
identify Medicaid abusers and (2) successful SURS techniques developed 
by states to identify, review, or sanction Medicaid abusers. 
Establish procedures to provide technical assistance to states experien- 
cing problems using SLIRS and periodically identify, evaluate. and dissem- 
inate information on innovative sum techniques to states for their 
consideration. 
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l Collect annual data on program results to monitor states’ utilization cot 
trol programs and use those data in determining which states will be 
subject to Systems Performance Reviews, and as additional indicators ( 
(1) states needing technical assistance and (2) states using successful 
SURS techniques. 

l Include Medicaid postpayment utilization review program deficiencies 
as material internal control weaknesses in the Federal Managers’ Finan 
cial Integrity Act’s reporting and tracking system. 

HHS Comments and 
Our Evaluation 

HHS (,see app. II) said that although it did not agree that current state 
practices are necessarily deficient or that the Systems Performance 
Review process is the best vehicle for federal oversight, it plans to wor 
cooperatively with the states in two areas. 

First. according to H%, it will explore why states have structured their 
utilization review programs the way they have. Second, HHS said it will 
compile an inventory of states’ “best practices,” which could be of wid: 
spread interest among the states. The states, rather than HCF.L are like1 
to be able to provide the most useful guidance in this area, and accord- 
ing to HHS, states tend to be more receptive to guidance from their peer. 

Finally, HHS said that in carrying out its proposed initiatives in the corn 
ing year, it expects to consider what federal requirements are desirable 
and what mechanisms, including the Systems Performance Review, are 
best suited to defining and enforcing them. 

While we are encouraged by HHS’S plans to compile an inventory of 
states’ best practices, its comments do not address our specific recom- 
mendations or provide details on how or when it plans to take the 
artinnc nlltlind RlqhPr uw rlicauyep !yitbe HHS’c fiimYfxtinn [htl[ f-iirrm ..Ix.U.“..” “UC.A..L.... I U. -CL3 .*u U’“.+b”S . . . . . . v V-bb-v’“‘“’ __“” I- 
state practices may not be deficient. N’e believe the problems in selectii 
screens and class groups and controlling SURS output discussed in chap- 
ter 3 demonstrate deficiencies in state programs. In addition. the limite 
number of potential abusers reviewed in W’isconsin, Minnesota. and Lo 
isiana compared to the number of potential abusers identified shows 
that SURS is not being used effectively to identify and correct abuse. 

CVe continue to believe that states should be required to do more to ider 
tify and correct abuse. While there may be alternative ways to set suet 
requirements, we believe HHS should do more in the next year than just 
“consider what federal requirements are desirable.” 
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Rationale for Criticisms HHS said that our report criticizes W isconsin for following up on only 69 
of the 2 1,000 recipients identified as potential abusers while criticizing 
Illinois for producing too long a list of abusers. HHS also said that we 
criticize Minnesota and Louisiana for focusing their reviews on the 
elderly and institutionalized individuals. We do not, HHS says, explore 
the rationale for the state’s practices. 

We do not agree. In the case of W isconsin, we pointed out on page 36 
t.hat the number of potential abusers it reviews is a function of the HCFA 
requirement that 0.01 percent of active recipients be reviewed each 
quarter, not on an analysis of the state’s potential abuse problems. In 
the case of Illinois. we pointed out on page 32 that Illinois officials said 
that their limited experience in using SL'RS reports to control output 
caused the problem of identifying about 59 percent of the state’s provid- 
ers as potential abusers. 

In Minnesota and Louisiana, we questioned the reasonableness of their 
practices of focusing on elderly and institutionalized recipients based on 
both the limited number of abusers identified in those states and the 
opinions of officials in other states that there is a low potential for 
abuse among those populations. As discussed on pages 30 to 3 1, Minne- 
sota was processing elderly and institutionalized populations in two 
quarters as a means to meet minimum Systems Performance Review cri- 
teria, and Louisiana was processing them as a means to identify poten- 
tially abusive providers treating nursing home patients. As a result, in 
neither case was SURS being used effectively to identify recipient abuse. 

We recognize that our review did not establish how many recipients 
should have been reviewed in W isconsin, how many providers should 
have been identified in Illinois, or the types of recipients most fre- 
quently abusing services in Louisiana or Minnesota. We were unable to 
make such determinations because neither HCFA nor the states had 
assessed the types and extent of potential abuse in the states or set 
review requirements based on those assessments. 

Internal Control 
Neaknesses 

HHS said that it does not, at present, believe that the kinds of postpay- 
ment utilization review program deficiencies cited in our report reflect 
“material” internal control weaknesses as defined by the Federal Mana- 
gers’ Financial Integrity Act. Reporting of the deficiencies under the act 
would not, in HI-E’S opinion, be appropriate. 
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We did not intend to suggest that HHS report weaknesses in individual 
states’ utilization control programs as material internal control weak- 
nesses. Rather, we believe HHS should identify as a material weakness 
oversight of postpayment utilization review activities. HI-E should do 
this until the recommendations contained in this report are implement 
or other appropriate actions are taken to better ensure that states ope 
ate effective utilization control programs. 

States Visited Do Not 
Reflect Situations in All 
States 

HHS does not believe that the sample of states included in our review 
reflects the general state of Medicaid Management Information Systen 
development nationwide. California and Minnesota, for example, utili; 
state-of-the-art computer systems, and not many states have such 
capabilities. 

We recognize that significant variations exist in the capabilities of ind 
vidual state computer systems. We believe, however, that HCFA oversii 
should ensure that each state uses its system to the fullest potential. I 
example, Minnesota should expand the use of its state-of-the-art systc 
to more effectively support the utilization control program. As discus: 
on pages 28 and 31, California has already taken steps to expand the 
number of screens and class groups used to identify potential abusers 

Medicaid Fraud Control 
Units Considered 

- .---- - --_“_“” ..-..._ 

According to HHS, our report does not appear to take into account the 
effnrts of state Medicaid fraud control units operating in about 38 
states. The units, HHS said, may be an integral part of a state’s admini$ 
trative efforts to follow up on Medicaid Management Information Sys. 
tern data. As discussed on page 13, we recently completed a separate 
review of fraud control units and therefore excluded them from this 
r&vi&w.-- ----- _.__ -___ - ____ .~ . 

State Comments and California, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Ohio, and W isconsin 

Our Evaluation provided comments on a draft of this report. Their comments and our 
evaluation follow. Illinois and Texas were also given the opportunity 

. comment, but had not done so when this report was finalized. 

California Comments California (see app. III) said that our report makes some unreasonablt 
comparisons between states. According to California, differences in 
state systems exist- in benefit structures, in prepayment controls, in 
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aspects of the adjudication process, as well as in the postpayment utili- 
zation review function itself-that have an effect on the types of 
postpayment reviews that are appropriate. California said that these 
differences may cause otherwise unexplainable differences in the opera- 
tion of the postpayment functions. 

We recognize that differences exist between states, but do not believe we 
have made unreasonable comparisons. The deficiencies we cite in the 
operation of state programs are based on an evaluation of that state’s 
screens, class groups, and methods for controlling output, not by com- 
paring them to other states. 

California said that it objects very strongly to our recommendation that 
HCFA require states to assess the extent of abuse using HCFA-developed 
criteria. According to California, one set of postpayment abuse criteria 
cannot fit every state’s needs, nor can it be used to compare states’ per- 
formance. California also disagreed with our recommendations that min- 
imum review criteria can be based on an assessment of the extent of 
potential abuse in the state and that the Systems Performance Review 
be used to evaluate how effectively states use SURS to identify potential 
abusers. California questioned how the Systems Performance Review 
would determine the reasonableness of such things as screens, class 
groups, and parameters. 

Our recommendation is intended to give HCFA baseline data for assessing 
the effectiveness of states’ postpayment utilization review programs, 
not to set criteria that states must use in their identification process. If, 
for example, the uniform screens showed that abuse of emergency room 
services was the most prevalent type of abuse in California, HCFA could 
use this information in determinin g whether California was using appro 
priate screens in its SUM program. Similarly, if California focused its 
reviews on class groups of recipients that were shown by the uniform 
criteria to exhibit little potential for abuse, HCFA would have a basis for 
questioning the reasonableness of those class groups. Finally, differ- 
ences in state programs in terms of benefits covered, prepayment con- 
trols, etc., would automatically be factored into the assessment, reducing 
the amount of potential abuse identified and therefore the review 
requirement. 

California questioned whether the $4 million potential savings we esti- 
mated were in addition to savings they were already achieving. In the 
quarter we analyzed, the state was still using a limited number of 
screens, and our objective was io determine if additional abusers could 
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be identified. The recipients we identified had not been identified by t’ 
state screens, and the estimated $4 million was in addition to existing 
program savings. California has greatly expanded its use of screens ax 
combinations of screens since our initial visit, and we believe this has 
improved the effectiveness of the recipient screening process. Concert 
ing the cost-to-benefit ratio for screening additional potential abusers, 
we would consider the 4-to-1 ratio suggested by the state as supportin 
the cost-benefit of screening additional recipients. 

Ohio Comments Ohio (see app. IV) said that it has already installed many of the 
improvements that we are recommending and noted some other 
approaches being used in other states that it plans to explore. Ohio sa 
it agrees with many of our points regarding the need for more sharing 
information and technical assistance from HCFA, but that limited 
resources at all levels of government can affect what is possible. 

Ohio expressed concern over what methodology would be used to ider 
tify the extent of abuse and the standards that might result for a state 
review activity. The benefit of review activities should, Ohio said, be 
evaluated against the cost. According to Ohio, each state’s program is 
geared to the size of the Medicaid population, the number of provider! 
the standard of medical practice, and state laws, rules, and regulation 
It is unreahstic, Ohio said, to expect that what works in Wyoming will 
necessarily work in Ohio. Ohio suggested that a range of acceptable pt 
formance trade-offs between program methodology be evaluated. The 
is a danger, according to Ohio, in establishing a single standard for thf 
nation, as it may limit a state’s ability to test an innovative monitorinl 
approach. 

As discussed above, the uniform criteria we are recommending are 
intended to develop baseline data that HCFA can use in assessing the ac 
quacy of a state’s efforts to identify and correct abuse. The states WOI 
not be limited to use of such criteria in their SUB programs, and we 
would not expect them to use a screen in their program if the HCFA un 
form assessment identified low potential for abuse of that service. W  
are recommending that review criteria be based on an assessment of t 
extent of potential abuse in the state in order to factor in such things 
prepayment controls and noncovered services, which can reduce the 
potential for abuse. The current procedure of basing the review requi 
ment solely on the number of Medicaid recipients in a state does not 
attempt to adjust for other variables that could increase or decrease t 
potential for abuse. Under the review criteria we envision? a state wi’ 
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large elderly and/or institutionalized Medicaid population with low 
potential for abuse would have a lower review requirement than a state 
with a large AFDC population and no prepayment controls. 

Additional Ohio comments have been incorporated in the body of the 
report where appropriate. 

Louisiana Comments Louisiana (see app. V) said that from its standpoint, the findings of our 
report are basically fair. According to Louisiana, it has been hoping for 
the development of a more appropriate mechanism to measure the effec- 
tiveness of % -JR% Louisiana said that it has concerns about the current 
Systems Performance Review, which focuses primarily on the investiga- 
tive nature of the case review process. It suggested that the state techni- 
cal advisory group could look further into developing a review process 
that considers SLJRS performance in greater detail than is now done. 

Regarding HCFA technical assistance, Louisiana said that while ongoing 
technical assistance would be of enormous help in fine-tuning its SUB 
system, neither the HCFA Dallas Regional Office nor the central office 
was able to grant the state’s request for technical assistance. The train- 
ing and technical assistance secured by Louisiana came, the state said, 
from a private consulting firm . 

According to Louisiana, it has service limits on many Medicaid services 
that serve as front-end controls to limit recipient abuse. As a result, Lou- 
isiana said, there is more concentration by the SURS urut on servrces 
which have no front-end control and must be monitored by a postpay- 
ment review. Louisiana said that its lock-in program espouses an educa- 
tional philosophy that it is necessary to protect the recipient from 
over-utilizing drug bv lock-in or by a network of provider communica- 
tion initiated by fourWregional peer utilization review committees under 
contract to its fiscal intermediary. According to Louisiana, much of the 
committees’ intervention results in a change in drug utilization without 
locking the recipient in. Louisiana said it is identifying savings from this 
type of intervention and lock-in. 

Louisiana said that declining state revenues have resulted in a reduction 
to Medicaid services as well as staff. According to Louisiana, the loss of 
staff, especially in the SLURS unit, has resulted in the state contracting 
with a fiscal intermediary to perform SURS functions. Louisiana said that 
contracting with a fiscal intermediary resulted in cost savings to the 
state due to the enhanced matching rate of 75-25 rather than 50-50 
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when the function was performed in-house. The contract and cost sav- 
ings are based on minimum numbers of Systems Performance Review 
cases plus complaint cases that the fiscal intermediary must review. 
Any increase in the number of cases could, Louisiana said, negatively 
affect the state by increasing the cost of the contract. 

Louisiana said that even the minimum number of cases it is required tc 
review to meet the Systems Performance Review requirement is some- 
times difficult to meet if there are insufficient staff available to manag 
SURS. It said that fiie-tuning the parameters of the control file can cauc 
the most aberrant cases to “except,” and some state criteria are neces- 
sary in order to choose, from among the exceptions, cases that can be 
investigated within staff limitations. Louisiana recommended that it 
continue to have state control over the cases selected for review. 

We agree. Our recommendation to assess the extent of potential abuse 
and set minimum review requirements using HCFA-developed criteria 
was not intended to limit the states to those criteria in operating their 
SURS unit. States would continue to have control over the screens they 
use to identify potential abuse. HCFA would use the data from the uni- 
form screens to determine whether states were appropriately focusing 
their postpayment utilization review programs on the types of abuse 
most prevalent in the state. 

As discussed on page 35, an investment in Medicaid computerization ic 
largely wasted if SURS staffing and resources are inadequate. We recog 
nize that requiring the fiscal intermediary to review more than the mix 
mum number of cases required by the Systems Performance Review 
would decrease the state’s “cost savings,” under the contract, but 
believe the increased cost would be more than offset by the cost savinj 
that might result from better controlling Medicaid abuse. 

Wisconsin Comments Wisconsin (see app. VI) agreed with our findings that the SURS system 
not being effectively used, but said that it believes that the problem is 
not the review criteria used in the Systems Performance Review, but t 
entire approach. According to Wisconsin, states should be given the 
option of setting up an alternative review system that uses a more 
targeted approach rather than the random sample/exception type of 
system currently required. This methodology, Wisconsin believes, wo1 
allow it to better direct its limited resources to the areas that would ba 
most cost/beneficial. 
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W isconsin suggested an alternative system that would target potential 
abuse based on a more exacting peer grouping, which uses not only pro- 
vider characteristics but also recipient and disease characteristics. 
According to W isconsin, these groups would be defined using 24 months 
of paid claims data that are used to array the chosen characteristics. 
These “profiles,” W isconsin said, would be reviewed by medical person- 
nel to insure that the data were reliable and to interpret any outliers. 

W isconsin said these profiles could be used to construct a “logic tree,” 
which would use the extracted claims that met the profile criteria and 
further refine the final extracted data showing actual claims that were 
characteristic of abuse or fraud. This more targeted and automated 
approach would save manual effort on the part of audit staff and allow 
the state to focus on areas of large expenditures and questionable medi- 
cal practices. 

HCFA has, according to W isconsin, allowed states this option in the Sys- 
tems Performance Review for the Claims Processing Analysis System. 
W isconsin said that it has found its own alternative system to detect 
errors that could not be detected under the mandatory random sample 
methodology. A  similar targeted approach in SURS would, W isconsin 
said, probably yield far better results than the currently required 
system. 

While W isconsin’s suggested alternative approach may have merit, 
other states, such as Texas, California, and Ohio, have been able to 
effectively use SURS to target potential abuse. While W isconsin may wish 
to pursue with HCFA the development of an alternative system, until 
such a system obtains HCFA approval, we believe W isconsin should focus 
its efforts primarily on ways to more effectively use the existing SUB 
system. The problem in W isconsin has primarily been one of inadequate 
resources assigned to review of potential abusers, not problems in the 
identification system. Accordingly, we think that a change in the review 
criteria to require more than minimal use of SLIRS data would be appro- 
priate. Developing an alternative method to identify potential abusers 
will not be effective unless the state is willing to devote sufficient 
resources to review the potential abusers identified. 

M innesota Comments Minnesota (see app. VII) said that our report focuses too narrowly on 
the scope of the SURS activity. SURS is but one resource used in Minne- 
sota’s commitment to the identification, vigorous action against, and 
prevention of abuse in the Medicaid program. According to Minnesota, 
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the report leaves the impression that, in the main, the remedy for con- 
trolling abusive practice is to increase the federal standards and over- 
sight for exception reporting. The “more is better” philosophy does no 
Minnesota asserts, fit the SURS function. Minnesota said that it will con 
tinue to do more than what is minimally required by the Systems Per- 
formance Review, but did not identify any plans to expand its use of 
SURS data. 

As discussed on pages 31 and 37, the other methods Minnesota uses to 
detect recipient abuse focus primarily on one type of abuse-prescrip- 
tion drugs. While these efforts may be effective in identifying and 
preventing abuse of prescription drugs, Minnesota has largely ignored 
the potential for abuse of other Medicaid services, such as doctor and 
emergency room visits. Similarly, it has not focused on the types of 
recipients it has found are most likely to abuse Medicaid services-l& 
64-year-old Aid to Families W ith Dependent Children recipients. The 
limited efforts by the state to combat Medicaid abuse underline the 
importance of establishing adequate federal review requirements base 
on an assessment of the extent of abuse in the state. The intent of our 
recommendation is not to require the state to shift resources from othc 
methods to detect abuse, but to encourage the state to make more than 
minimal use of a state-of-the-art computer system paid for largely wit’ 
federal funds. 

According to Minnesota, exception reports generated from SUIB indicat 
rather than establish, abusive practices on the part of providers and 
recipients. Minnesota said that it is opposed to our recommendation to 
use SURS to establish estimates of potential abuse and set minimum 
review standards based on these estimates. The task of tailoring an inc 
vidual potential abuse indicator to account for the variations in state 
programs would, Minnesota said, be monumental, exacerbated by the 
lack of federal resources. 

As previously stated, differences among the states in such areas as pr 
payment controls and program benefits should be reflected in the leve 
of potential abuse identified when uniform screens are used. For exam 
ple, if a state limits recipients to 8 prescriptions per month as a way tc 
limit abuse, a screen to identify recipients who received 10 or more pr 
scriptions in a month should identify no potential abuse in that state. 
Because the review requirement would be based on the amount of pots 
tial abuse identified, the minimum review requirement would be lower 
in that state. 
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The SUB techniques manual and the states’ SLURS units could be used as 
resources by HCFA to develop standard criteria without an inordinate 
commitment of resources, and the screens could be run once a year dur- 
ing normal SLrRs processing. 

Minnesota said that the back-to-back runs of elderly and institutional- 
ized persons referred to on page 30 was an error. Minnesota pointed out, 
however, that although restrictions rarely result from reviews of such 
recipients, it is not uncommon for referrals to be sent to the drug utiliza- 
tion review program, which sends educational letters to physicians and 
pharmacies regarding the drug regimen. According to Minnesota, the 
Systems Performance Review requires that all class groups be processed 
at least annually, and Minnesota runs some groups two or three tunes a 
year. 

As noted on page 30, the supervisor of the recipient surveillance unit 
told us that Minnesota does not try to select class groups based on the 
likelihood of identifying abuse, and the group of recipients most likely to 
be abusing Medicaid services was screened only once during the year we 
reviewed. 

According to Minnesota, our report places a great deal of emphasis on 
the lack of technical and program assistance provided by the federal 
agency. Minnesota said that it does not believe building such a capacity 
in HCFA would be more productive and suggested that HCFA could do 
more to make technical assistance available from the vendors that have 
developed and support the SURS systems through enhanced furtdilg UT 
routine, on-site vendor consultations. 

Minnesota said that program expertise regarding innovative SURS tech- 
niques rests in the various state SLIRS units. According to Minnesota, the 
national association of s&s officials is anbrgamzatibn that -grew out of 
the need to share information on SUE activities. The organization pub- 
lishes a quarterly newsletter containing the type of information our 
report identifies as useful. 

We believe HCFA is in the best position to provide technical assistance 
and information on best practices to the states. HCFA has the respcmsibil- 
ity to oversee states’ SURS and, in carrying out that responsibility, visits 
the states to carry out the Systems Performance Review. We believe this 
gives HCFA the opportunity to compare and evaluate SLRS techniques in 
all states, providing a good perspective on whether techniques being 
used could be improved. We agree that technical assistance from HCFA 
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should be supplemented by networking among the states. HCFA could b 
a good catalyst for this type of activity if it played a more active role 
gathering and disseminating pertinent information to the states. As di 
cussed on page 44, HH?J agreed that identifying and disseminating info] 
mation on best practices would be an appropriate role for HCFA. 

We agree with Minnesota that more extensive technical assistance 
should be obtained from the vendors who set up the state program. W  
do not necessarily agree, however, that enhanced federal funding shor 
be provided to obtain such assistance. Enhanced funding is provided f 
developing the SURS system. We do not believe the federal government 
should assume a larger burden of training state employees to use it. 

Massachusetts Comments Massachusetts comments were received too late to be incorporated in 
the body of the report, but are included as appendix VIII. 
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Although limited data were available on their effectiveness, we identi- 
fied several methods used by states to control abusing providers. The 
techniques we identified included 

visiting providers suspected of abusing Medicaid services to discuss the 
problem area(s), 
sending education letters to providers who appear to be abusing 
semices, 
manually reviewing claims submitted by abusing providers before 
payment, 
identifying overpayments without on-site audits, and 
basing sanctions on peer reviews. 

By evaluating and disseminating information on provider control tech- 
niques, HCFA could help states develop comprehensive programs to com- 
bat Medicaid abuse. 

Provider Education 
Visits 

Texas uses education visits as a method to deal with potential provider 
abuse problems. If analyses of a case show potential abuse in a medical 
area, the associate medical director will visit the provider. If the area of 
abuse involves billing or coding problems, a provider relations represen- 
tative will visit. The purpose of the visits is to alert providers that they 
are being monitored and to try to change their abusive billing practices. 

During the education visit, the state representative and the provider dis- 
cuss the aress in which possible abuse is occurring and remedial action 
that can be taken. The associate medical director or the provider rela- 
tions representative reviews specific recipient records at the time of the 
visit, especially if a particular case seemed suspect or if several cases 
documented a blatant problem area. To ensure mutual understanding of 
points discussed during the visit, a letter highlighting these areas is sent 
to the provider. During the period July 1984 through June 1985,318 
education visits were made to providers. 

Education Letters Massachusetts has initiated an education letter program for providers 
who appear to be abusing Medicaid services but whose Medicaid income 
does not warrant a field audit. Massachusetts limits its field audits to 
providers whose Medicaid earnings exceed $10.000. The education let- 
ters are intended to provide some contact with providers whose Medi- 
caid earnings were less than $10,000. Providers who exceed their peer 
group norms for targeted services will be sent a letter advising them 
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Methodology Used to Identify Recipients 
Abusing Medicaid Services in California 

Our objective was to identify individuals in California’s population of 
Medicaid-eligible recipients who were abusers of Medicaid services du 
ing the quarter April through June 1984. Initially, we identified poten 
tially abusive recipients by using four screens we developed through 
researching the SURS Operational Techniques Handbook. and reports c 
state recipient control programs done by the National Governors’ Assc 
ciation and Pracon, Inc. The screens, which were run against a 5-percc 
sample of individuals eligible for Medicaid during the quarter analyze 
identified 4,349 recipients as potential abusers. Table I. 1 presents the 
screens and parameters used, the number of individuals identified by 
each screen, and the results of our projections to the universe of 
Medicaid-eligible individuals. 

Table 1.1: Projections of Potential Abusers Identified in California Using 5-Percent Sample of Medicaid-Eligible Recipients’ 
Statistical confidence intervals at the 95-percent confidence level 

Projection Percent of total 
Mid-point Binomial Mid-point Binomial 

Screens and parameters usedb level Lower limit Upper limit level Lower limit Upper I 
15 or more rxescnotlons (1,752) 35.040 33.491 36.659 1 9290 1 8437 2c 
8 or more provider vwts (669) 13.380 12.431 14,401 0.7366 0 6843 07 
3 or more emernencv room visits f.?Ofll fi nnn 5 375 6 698 0 3303 0 2959 0.: 
4 or more different providers (731) 14.620 13.626 15,685 0.8048 0 7501 OE 
Exceed at least 2 screens (897) 17 940 16,837 19.115 0.9876 0 9269 1c 
Total (4,349) 86,980 84,554 89,472 4.7883 4.6547 4.9 

Wnwerse sue 1.816.523 sample size 90 826 
I -. ...-.- -...- ..-..-. .--... ..-... _ . . . . . . . I -.._. I ---- I ---- -._ 

“Figures in parentheses are number of undupkaled lndwlduals ldenllfled 

To identify actual abusers among the 4,349 potential abusers, a propo 
tional subsample of 351 recipients was selected from that universe. IV, 
analyzed each case in the subsample to determine if the utilization of 
medical services was justified. The analyses were based on the recipi- 
ents’ age, diagnoses, and types of providers visited. Further review b) 
our medical advisor and state utilization officials identified 19 cases a 
abusive. Table I.2 presents the types of recipient control, the number r 
abusers identified who should be placed under each control, and the 
results of our projections to the Medicaid-eligible population. 
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rable 1.2: Projections of Recipients Judged to Be Abusing Medicaid Services’ 
Statistical confidence intervals at the 95percent confidence level 

Projection Percent of total 
Mid-point Binomial Mid-point Binomial 

qecipient controlsb level Lower limit Upper limit level Lower limit Upper limit 
‘nor authorcatIon f,2) 496 139 1,754 0 0273 0 0076 0 0966 
Aonltor status (17) 4,213 2,624 6,695 0 2319 0 1445 0 3686 
rotal (19) 4,708 3,008 7,300 0.2592 0.1855 0.4019 

TJrwverse we 3 349. sample size 351 

“Figures In parentheses are numDer of Indlblauals ldentlflea 

We estimated cost avoidance based on studies conducted by the state of 
restricted recipients’ use of Medicaid services before being restricted 
and their use of sewices while on restriction. Table I.3 provides our 
estimates. 

rable 1.3: Estimated Number of 
ldditional Recipients Abusing Medicaid Estimated 
Services in California and Potential Cost number of Estimated cost avoidance 
9voidance From Recipient Control Type of recipient control recipients’ Monthly Annual 

Pnor authorlzatlon 496 $160 $952,320 
Warnlna letters 4.213 60 3.032.640 
Total 4,708 l Sbi84.980 

“Figures do not total because they are Independent projections 
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Comments From the Department of Health and 
Human Services 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Offace of lnrpeclor Ganera~ 

Wmshnglon. DC 20201 

Mr. Richard L. Pogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for the 
Department's comments on your draft report, "Medicaid: 
Improvements Needed in Programs to Prevent Abuse." The enclosed 
comments represent the tentative position of the Department and 
are subject to reevaluation when the final version of this report 
is recerved. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report 
before its publication. 

Richard P. Kueserow 
Inspector General 

Enclosure 
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Comments From the Department of Health 
and Human !!&vices 

C~~EWA of the De-t of Health and Eumn Servioes 
anal 

I, ImDrov~ts ueeded in PmErams to 
Prevent Abuse” 

GAO’s report basically describes its assessment of programs to 
control Medicaid recipient abuse of services in six States 
(California, Minnesota, Ohio, Texas, Louisiana and Wisconsin) and 
provider abuse in four States ICalifornia, Illinois, EBssachusetts 
and Texas). GAO’s stated purpose was to determine whether States 
were effectively identifying Medicaid abuse and the extent to which 
sanctions were being imposed. 

GAO explains that despite previously identified weaknesses in States’ 
postpayment utilization review programs and the Department’s 
oversight, effective action has not been taken to strengthen 
management controls. More specifically, according to GAO some States 
reviewed were not effectively using their computerized nkxnagement 
information s.ystems to identify potential Medicaid abuse and some 
were reviewing only a small portion of the potentially abusive 
recipients identifed. In addition, GAO reports that most States have 
sanctioned few abusive Medicaid recipients. Using different 
assumptions for the percentage of Medicaid recipients in control 
programs and annual savings per recipient, GAO estimates that 
potential cost avoidance in 1985 could have ranged from $54.5 million 
to over $400 million. 

In view of these findings, CL40 recaanends that the Department: assess 
the estent of provider and recipient abuse in each State; establish 
mininsnn review requirements based on the results of the assessment; 
and, improve the States’ use of their management information systems 
to identify potential abuse. 

The Department shares and appreciates WU’s view on utilization 
review, through which States may target apparent abuses by individual 
providers or recipients and tie appropriate action. However, we do 
not uree with GAO that current State practices necessarily are 
deficient, or that the S>xtems Performance Review (SFR) process is 
the best vehicle for Federal oversight in this field. For example, 
tic cites Wisconsin for ioiiouing up on oniy 6P oi over 2i ,OOO 
recipients identified as potential abusers in one quarter of 1985. 
At the same time, Illinois is faulted not for failing to follow up 
but for improper edits that produced too long a list of potential 
abusers. Minnesota and Louisiana are criticized for focusing their 
revieus on elderly and institutionalized individuals, groups GAO 
believes unlikely to abuse Medicaid services. 
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Cmnunents Prom the Department of Health 
and Human Services 

While GAO may be correct in concluding that many States’ practices 
are deficient, its report reflects little effort to explore with the 
States the rationale for their practices. State utilization revier; 
screening and follow-up activities have tozen measured by our SFR for 
years. Rather than simply expand our requirements, particularly as 
assessed through the !SPR, our plan is to work cooperatively with the 
States in two areas. First, we will explore why States have 
structured and used their utilization review progrems the way they 
have. For example, we will determine the reasons for which Minnesota 
and Louisiana have focused on the elderly; and, the resson Wisconsin 
pursued so few potential abuser recipients in 1985. 

Our second objective is to compile an inventory of State “best 
practices” which could be of widespread interest among the States. 
The most useful guidance in this area is likely to be available from 
the States themselves, rather than the Health Care Financing 
Administration (HCFA) and the States tend to be more receptive to 
guidance frcnn their peers in any event. The “best practices” 
canpendiuo HCFA previously prepared in the area of State third-party 
recovery techniques has been extremely uell received by the States. 

In the course of carrying out our proposed initiative in the coming 
fiscal year, we expect to consider what Federal requirements are 
desirable in this area and uhat mechanisms, including the SPR, are 
best suited to defining and enforcing them. At present, we do not 
believe that the kinds of postpayment utilization review program 
deficiencies discussed in GAO’s report reflect “material” internal 
control weaknesses as defined by the Federal Managers Financial 
Integrity Act (MIA). As such, we do not believe reporting under 
the FMFIA of any such deficiencies is appropriate. 

In addition, we do not believe the sample of States which GAO uses 
reflects the general status of Medicaid Management Information System 
(PPlIS) development nationwide. For instance, California and 
Minnesota utilize state-of-the-art computer systems in their MS; 
not w States have such capabilities snd would find it difficult to 
duplicate the efforts of California and Minnesota. 

In addition, GAO does not appear to t&e into amount the efforts of 
State Medicaid Fraud Control Units (MFCUs). Approximately 38 States 
have MF0J.s which utilize data from the PPIIS system in carrying out 
their responsibility for investigating fraud and abuse in their 
respective State Medicaid programs. While the GAO report criticizes 
States’ general lack of utilization of MIS capabilities in 
preventing abuse, it fails to recognize that a MKW map in fact be an 
integral part of a State’s administrative efforts for follow-up on 
MIS information. 
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bmments From the State of California 

WAIE OF C*LlFORMA--MNTM AND WELFARE AGENO GEGGE MJMJIAN. Go..“mv 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES 
714/7u ? sm 
YQWNTO. CA 95814 

JUNE 1. 1987 

Richard L. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
United States General Accounting Office 
Hashington, D. C. 20548 

Thank you for the opportunity to camnent on the draft report titled “MEDICAID: 
Improvements Needed in Programs to Prevent Abuse (Code 101099)” prepared by your 
office. Governor DeukmeJian has asked that I respond directly to you on this 
since it is my office that is the subJect of the audit. 

Altnough the stated purpose of the audit LS to review and assess the 
effectiveness of state programs in identifying and sanctioning Medicaid abusers, 
the recommendations resulting from the audit appear to be directed at the Health 
Care Flnanclng Administration of Health and Human Services (HCFA). Hany of the 
issues ratsed appear to be concerned uith the GAO’s perception of the role of 
HCFA in overseeing state culls systems. We prefer not to canment directly on 
these matters except insofar as ue would be directly and adversely affected by 
any reconsnendation that might be implemented. 

Ye also feel it is inadvisable for us to comment on the programs of other 
states, since we are not Fully conversant with their systems. Ye do feel, 
however, that some unreasonable comparisons have been made between states. 
Differences in state systems exist - in benefit structures, in prepayment 
controls, in all aspects OF the claim adjudication process, as well as In the 
postpayment utlllzation review fun&ton itself - that have an affect on the 
types of postpayment reviews that are appropriate. Such differences may have 
been beyond the purview of this audit, but need to be considered because they 
may cause otherwise unexplainable differences In the operation of the 
postpayment functions. 

Ck4r cowen ts , which are attached, are focused on a few specific issues raised by 
the audit report rather than being made on a paragraph by paragraph basis. In 
additlon to these conrnents, we would appreciate the opportunity to review the 19 
California cases that the report identlfled as “abusers.” If you could make 
this information avallable to us, we would submit our constents on this material 
for your use as well. 

If you have questIons on our response or w~sn to discuss any of this material 
further, please contact hod Palmleri of my staff AL (916) 323-6977. 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Director 
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r 

Noti on p 2 

COMMENTS BY THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ON THE REPORT TITLED 

“tlEDICA[G: IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN PROChAt4S TO PREVENT ABUSE” 
t Code 101099) 

PREPARED BY TtiE U S GENERAL AXOUNTINC OFFICE 

GENERAL CCIMENTS ON [SSUES RAISEG BY THE REPORT: 

. Deflnltlon of abuse: SeVeral Limes Ln the report, IOOSe deflnltlOnS Of 
the term “abuse” are offered which are, at best, misleading. For 
example, on wage I we found “Abuse occurs tihen a provider prescribes 
Services that are flOL needed or are LOO expensive or when a MedIcaid 
recipient obtains the same services from euo or more providers, uses 
Loo many prescriptron drugs, or visits the doctor’s offlce or emergency 
roan too often.” Gn page 10, ue nave “Providers can abuse Medicaid by 
provldlng unnecessary services, providing tnordlnace numbers of high 
cost serv ices, or “ping ponglng” reclplents--unnecessarily referring 
recipients among a group of providers. Recipients can abuse Medicaid 
by obtaining duplicative services, using too many prescrlptlon drugs, 
using the emergency roOm for non-emergency services, visiting provtders 
too often, or using rmltiple providers unnecessarily (doctor 
shopping).” These are definitions by example and are simultaneously 
LOO speclflc and not sufficiently explicit. tie offer the folloulng for 
your consideration: Provtder abuse - provldlng servtces or causing 
services Lo be provided (through prescription. ordering or referral) in 
excess of medical necessity or of a type that is more expensive than 
necessary for the condition being treated. Recipient abuse (this 
definition Is rn a proposed California regulation) - Obtaining drugs or 
other services at a frequency or.in an illlDunL not medicaily necessary. 

2. Although this report speaks m general terms of both provider and 
recipient abuse and the states’ ability to control or sanction them, no 
specific data 1s presented in the provider area. Ue are interested in 
your observations of our provider identification and control system as 
well as what your findings Mere in the other states reviewed. If you 
include this material Ln your final report. re would appreciate the 
opportunlty Lo first review a draft. If you choose not to include this 
material, we rould appreciate It if you could provide your comments on 
our program separately. 

3. Different sanctions Lo control provider or reclplent abuse are 
IWntlOned LhroughouL the report. IL should be recognrzed that some 
states may not have all of the sanctions mentioned due to state 
regulaclon. (For example, ijlifornia tias the only state lncluaed in 
this report rhicn uses prior auchorizat ion. We have used this process 
effectively for many years ana belleve it IS superior LO lock-in in 
-v cases. 1 If a federal governmenr: agency ulSheS Lo take action 
against a proviaer .3r recipient basea upon vlolatlon of a federal lau 
or regulation, then the federal government can set the appropriate 
sanction. Since, houever, most sanctions are imposed by state 
governments, only state laws and regulations governing such sanctions 
are applicable. 
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o*onp 31 

4. Uhilr ilscal savlrlgs LS j primary goal 01‘ the posLpsym2nt utilization 
review prljgram, cne n2alLh StaLlIS of reclpl2nts must also be 
considered. Tnls .~as on2 of the reasons tnat our Lnlti3l efforts *ere 
in the BrEd of abusabl? drugs. Also. we do noK belleve it IS aavlsable 
Lo seno letters LO reciplencs wIthout first revleutng tnelr reCOrdS LO 
aetermlne 11‘ Lhls use 1s JuSLiflW. Ue knor from our 2xperience with 
BEWfiS ana other oenef lclary noclces cndc the most carefully written 
documents Are often mlsunderstooa. If someone’s utilization IS nigh 
due to prolongea or severe illness, we would not want to exacerbate 
tnat c’ona 1 t ion by cnr2atening sanctions due LO this hlgh utilization. 
IL is LhlS concern LhaL leads LO our strong belief that any definition 
of abuse must include Lne considerarloh of medical necessity. 

5. There are twny places In the report uherc the Beneftclary UtilizaL1on 
Revleb Unit in the California system is crlticizea for problems uhlch 
are either nonexlster~L or haa been corrected well before the audit. 
For example: 

a. ‘The “ilass grouping” pr,Xlem m2nt Isned on page 38 was not a class 
grouping problem at all, nut a system lim~tatlon that had 
previously gone unrecognized. Cklce re realized the nature of the 
problem, we restructured our class groups to avoid lt. 

D. The report J2scrlbes nistorisai caskground as the current system. 
MosL Of the references t.0 System screens are to thOSe In place in 
l96U or earlier. Since late 1584, Cal lfornla has 1nsLlLuLea many 
cnanges In the recipient screenlr#g system. Thesr cnanges uere 
azscr lbed to the auditor who did not give recogniLion to them in 
tne report. These changes include climinatlng from the screening 
process those recipients least likely to abuse the program (people 
Over 65, people in long term care. 2tc. I and those rich severe 
conaltlons wn I ch may legltlmatcly requlre a high level of care 
1 diagnoses of cancer, chron LC‘ r+r,d I failure, congestive hear L 
failure, etc. I. EsLablishing screens 1‘3r [nose drug prescrlptlons 
which have a htgn ibuse potentldl oval hum. rltalln, percodan, 
d2xtroamphetam~n2s. etc I instea of all arug prescrlptlons; for 
number of office, 3uLpatlent or emergency room visits for which 
tne diagnosis Y&S a “common” one I lumbago. neuritis, neuralgia, 
cola symptoms 9 dizziness. etc. ) Instead of all provider or 
emergency room vlslts; ider,tlfylng th2 numner CII’ providers of 
office, outpatlent or emergency room visits ratner than Just Lhe 
most aifferent provlacrs. 

c. ‘The Callf.orrild screens are used 1 n comalnat ion, ratner than 
singly. l?iaL is, we belleve .3ttalnlng a high level of abusable 
Arugs from one ‘or LUO prescriners array not be nearly as abusive as 
octalning d Ilk2 number from numerous prescribers. We also use 
rm2rgency room measurements in conJunctIon ulth physlclan and 
OuLpaLlenL :‘~SILS 1n ldentifylng p&Lterns of abuse. Ye believe 
tne use or‘ Lh2se combinations in our auLomaLea system does a mucn 
betwr Job of laentlfying abuse and minimizes manual incerventton. 
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Now on D 33 

6. The GAO crlttcizes HCFA for not givrng stronger guidance to ialir‘ornla 
based on the limlted number of screens re use. In iact, ue are 
currently using 12 report items for automated screening and ustng an 
additional 40 measurement items to help us in our manual revleu of the 
exceptlonal cases. Yet tne GAO report considers tne program operated 
by Texas to be an outstandlng one in spite of the iact that Texas uses 
only tuo screens to determine potential aBuse - tni numoer of office 
VlSi trafld the numoer of emergency room vlslts lreport pages 40 and 
41). 

7. At the time of tnis report, ue dere saving $5 ml 11 Ion per year through 
the revlecl of approximately 40,0X3 exceptIona reclplents at a cost or’ 
about $a.5 million, for a cost-to-benefit rat.10 of lfj-co-l. Accora lng 
to Appendrx 1, tne audit team subJected a sample of Caiifornla’s 
recipients to a series of feaeral screens uhtch itI‘ we accept the 
methods and assumptions) would lead to a savings of $4 mlll~on per year 
through tne review of approximately 87,000 exceptional recipients at an 
estlmaced cost of at least $1 mllllon. The cost-to-benefit ratio using 
these screens would ne q-to-l. The autnor of the report treats thts $4 
millicn per year cost avoidance as though it would oe in addltiorl to 
the savings already being achieved by California. ‘Yet, Ln the text of 
the appenalx tnere IS no indication tnat tnis set oi data 1s any 
aifferent from Chat used by Callfornla Ln CGnductlflg 3ur screens. 
Thus, re must concluoe that tne Callfornla screens are acnlevlng a 
greater cost avolaance at a lower aiiminlsrratlve cost tnan tne screens 
recommended by GAO in tnrs rz could be expected to acnleve. 

C0MlWTS W GAO’S RECOMENDATIONS: 

Mo6t of the recavlondacionr hinge upon the first one - tnat is, that 
tICFA require the states to assess the extent of abuse using 
HCFA-deveioped cr 1 ter la-. CaIlfbrnla obJects very strongly to this 
reconanendation. Each state program is unique in Its combination of 
program benefits, prepayment controls and payment structures. One set 
of postpayment abuse criteria cannot fit every state’s neeas, nor can 
it be used to compare states’ performance. 

Th 1s reconanenaa t I on, uhlch hinges on the first one, suggests the state 
must establish procedures, organizational structures and staffing 
levels based upon the “national criteria for abuse.” California does 
not agree ulth this recomendation. 

Th1.s recommendation obviously makes sense only tf the first two are 
adop tea. Even so, ue question hou the SPR Uould determine the 
“reasonableness” of such things as screens, class groups and 
parameters. 

4;5.‘6. Tne SPR 1s not an appropriate ~:*ni~le to use to gather Information 
and documentation on system problems or ~chlevements. California would 
uelcame, howver, any vehicle for snaring these problems or lnnovatlve 
ideas. Also, California would prefer to ask for technical assistance 
uhen we feel the need rather than betng told uhen we need it. 
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dOW on p 43 

Richard F Celeste 
Governor 

Ohio Department of Human Services 
30 East Broad Street. Columbus. Ohio 43266-0423 

.June 9. 198: 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
Human Resources Division 
United States Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Governor Celeste has forwarded to me for review and comment your proposed 
report to the Secretary of Health and Human Services entitled: “MEDICAID: 
Improvements Needed in Programs to Prevent Abuse”. Ohio appreciates this 
opportunity and we are pleased to note that we have already installed many of 
the improvements that you are recommending. In addition, we have noted some 
approaches being used in other states that we plan to explore. 

We agree with many of your points regarding the need for more sharing of 
information and technical assistance from HCFA, but the record should show 
that limited resources at all levels of government can affect what is 
possible. HCFA. Region 5 has been helpful in assisting us with our 
Surveillance and Utilization Review (SUR) system and has been supportive of 
our efforts to make our SUR system more efficient and effective. 

Of special concern to us are your first two recommendations on page 56. 0°C 
concern is over what methodology would be used to identify the extent of abuse 
and the standards that might result for a state’s review activity. The 
benefit of review activities must be evaluated against the cost. Each state’s 
program is geared to the size of the Medicaid population, the number of 
providers, the standard of medical practice, and state laws, rules, and 
regulations. It is unrealistic to expect that what works in Wyoming 
necessarily will work in Ohio. We would urge that a range of acceptable 
performance trade offs between program methodology be evaluated. There is a 
danger in establisNng a single standard for the nation as it may limit a 
state’s ability to test an innovative monitoring approach. 
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Mr. Richard L. fogel 
Page 2 
June 9, 1987 

Our specific comments on other sections of the report are attached for your 
information. Please be assured that Ohio is committed to a strong 
identification and sanction program for providers and recipients so as to 
prevent abuse at all levels. We will continue to work with the Health Care 
Financing Administration (HCFA), Region 5 to strengthen this effort in the 
Ohio Medicaid Program. 

Director 

PB:kc 
Enclosures 
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low on p 4 

low on p. 55 

IowonD 17 

lowonp 19 

lohonp 21. 

bw on p 22 

low on p 34 

low on p 29. 

low on D 33 

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 

REVIEW AND COMMENT ON “MEDICAID: IMPRO1EMENTS NEEDED IN PROGRAMS TO PREI’ENT 
ABUSE” 

Unless otherwise indicated, comments are directed to the recipient monitoring 
system, which was the only program reviewed in Ohio. 

Page: 4, Paragraph 3. Any paramaters that are established for states based on 
the extent of potential &, must be examined in terms of a cost benefit -- 
ratio. We should not spend more trying to eliminate potential abuse when it 
is not cost effective. 

Page: 5, Paragraph 3. In regard to Provider abuse, Ohio has recently started 
using education/warning letters to alert providers that their billing profiles 
are exceeding the notm for their peer grouping. This is similar to the 
Massachusetts program discussed on page 59. It is too early to determine the 
savings impact of these letters, but we anticipate having some estimates on 
this in the next twelve months. 

Page: 19, Table 2.1. Ohio’s lock-in program (PACT) has been expanded to 1,050 
as of June 1, 1987. To enroll this number, approximately 4,400 recipients are 
reviewed each year. Proposed expansion plans call for us to enroll up to 
8,000 recipients in the program by Fiscal Year 1989. 

Page: 22, Paragraph 3. Ohio agrees with the Texas assumption of targeting 
their notification letters. 

Page: 24, Paragraph 3. Ohio refers some recipient abuse cases to local 
welfare offices and to county prosecutors. 

Page: 25. Footnote a. Nov that the new MMIS is operational, we are exploring 
the possibility of tracking savings by recipient. This will be determined 
during Fiscal Year 1988. 

Page: 32, Paragraph 3. HCFA, Region 5 has assisted us in orientation of a new 
bureau chief and provided us with the names of people in other states who were 
developing new approaches to SUR. We agree that we would like more technical 
assistance and the opportunity to have some workshops. Suggested topics would 
be setting paramaters, statistical sampling, d effective ways of dealing 
with quality issues with providers. 

Page: 36, Paragraph 2. The problem of assigning providers to appropriate 
class groups is more difficult than assigning recipients. We have found that 
updating a providers class group is a continuing job, and it is unrealistic to 
expect that these groupings will ever be perfect. It should be the norm that 
this is an evolutionary effort 

Page : 40, Paragraph 2. Ohio has experienced the same result as Texas in 
running the recipient portion of the SURS II system. We have proposed to 
substitute our PACT system (Lock-in) that runs off the MMIS. HCFA has been 
very cooperative in revieving our request. We have every reason to believe 
that our request will be approved. 
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I 

Now on p 34. 

Now on p 56 

Page: 42, Paragraph 3. Ohio has completed installation of its updated SURS 
system and has since installed a new MMIS. Problems have developed in merging 
the two systems. We are not able to fully utilize the SURS II system until 
these computer problems are resolved. 

Page: 60, Paragraph 4. This type of arbitrary practice standard is not 
compatible with our state program. It seems to us unfair to arbitrarily cut 
back reimbursement without examining the evidence of need. We do, however, 
make across the board adjustments on certain billing codes that are found to 
be not authorized or being misbilled. In addition, we are in the process of 
exploring a desk audit procedure to be used with providers whose annual 
billings do not varrant a full audit but whose patterns of practice appear to 
be exceptionally abusive. 
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low on p 34 

June 18, 1987 

Richard A. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

This is in response to your letter of May 6, 1987, and your attached draft 
report, “MEDICAID: Improvements In Programs to Prevent Abuse”. 

Louisiana was pleased to participate in your staff’s review of our Program 
Integrity activities regarding recipient abuse or misutilization of Hedtcaid 
services. We find, that, from our standpoint, the findings of this report are 
basically fair. Hoveve r , there are some areas we would like to address. 

1. HCFA’s use of System Performance Review (SPR) to measure the effectiveness 
of SUR/S. 

Louisiana has been hoping for the development of a more appropriate mechanism 
to measure the effectiveness of the Surveillance Utilization Review 
Subsystem (SURS) and we have concerns about the current SPR which focuses 
primarily on the investigative nature of the case review process. Perhaps 
the State Technical Advisory Group could look further tnto developing a 
review process which considers SUR/S performance in greater detail than 
is now done. 

2. Lack of Technical Assistance from HCPA. 

On page 42 of your report you quote a Dallas Regional Office Official 
as saying that 4 out of 5 states in the region did not have staff that 
were really knowledgeable on SUR/S. He further said they (the states) 
lack the necessary system, stattstical, administrative, and medical skills 
to use SUR/S data effectively. Wtthout being facettous, the same ts true 
of the Regtonal Office. They were unable to grant our request for technical 
assistance from Dallas or central office. The training and techntcal 
assistance secured by Louisiana came from a private consulttng firm who 
specializes in SUR/S 11 design and implementation. This help has greatly 
improved our profictency in SUR/S and we are cogntzant of the fact that 
ongoing technical assistance would be of enormous help to us in fine tuning 
our SUR/S. 
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Richard A. Fogel 
Page 2 
June 18, 1987 

3. Basic Philosophy of Recipient Hisutilization 

Louisiana has service limits on many Medicaid services. Because of 
these front end controls, there is more concentration bv the SUR/S 
Unit on services which have no front end control and must be monitored 
by a post payment review. Our lock-in program espouses an educational 
philosophy that it is necessary to protect the recipient from over- 
utilizing drugs by lock-in or by a network of a provider communication 
initiated bv four regional Peer Utilization Review Committees under 
contract to our fiscal intermediarv. Much of their intervention results 
in a change of drug utilization without locking the recipient in. We 
are in the process of identifvinq a dollar savings on this type of inter- 
vention and on lock-in. 

I 
4. Availability of staff directly impacts successfulness of program activity. 

Declining state revenues have resulted in reduction to services as well 
as staff. Loss of staff, especially in SUR/S, has resulted in Louisiana 
contracting with the fiscal intermediarv to perform SUR/S functions. This 
resulted in a cost savings to the state due to the enhanced match rate 
of 75-25 rather than 50-50 when performed in-house. The contract and cost 
savings is based on minimum numbers of SPR cases plus complaint cases. Anv 
increase in the number of cases could negatively impact us by increasing 
the cost for the contract. 

I 5. The standard of a minimum number of SUR/S Cases per quarter 

GAO Staff seem to be making the point that many states use these minimums 
as a means of limiting the number of cases to be reviewed each quarter. 
Again as stated above even the SPR bench mark is sometimes difficult to 
meet if there is insufficient manpower available to manage SUR/S. Fine 
tuning of the parameters of the control file can cause the most aberrant 
cases to “except” and some state criteria is necessary in order to choose 
from among the exceptions those cases which can be investigated within 
manpower limitations. We recommend we continue to have state control over 
the cases selected for review. 

Thank you for allowing us to share these comments with you. 

Kindest regards. 

Sincerelv. 
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Zomments From the State of Wisconsin 

TOhllUY C. THOMPSON 

Governor 
State of Wisconsin 

June 16. 1987 

Richard L. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Thank you for sharing your draft of the Surveillance and Utilization 
Review Study entitled "Medicaid: Improvements Needed in Programs to 
Prevent Abuse." Since Wisconsin was one of the states included in 
the review, I was particularly interested in your findings. I asked 
the Department of Health and Social Services to look at this report. 
The following are suggestions from the Department: 

The Department agrees with your findings that the current federally 
required SUR system is not being effectively used. However, they 
believe it is not the review criteria used in the Systems Performance 
Review (SPR), but the entire approach that is the problem. 

The Department recommends that states be given the option of setting 
up an alternative review system which uses a more targeted approach 
rather than the random sample/exception type of system currently 
required. They believe this methodology would allow us to better 
direct our llmited resources to the o -aas that would be most 
cost/beneficial. 

The alternative system mentioned above would target based on a more 
exacting peer grouping which not only use provider characteristics to 
group, but also recipient and disease characteristics. These groups 
would be defined using 24-month of paid claims data which is 
subjected to a factor analysis for arraying the chosen 
characteristics. These "profiles" would then be reviewed by medical 
personnel to insure that the data was reasonable and to interpret any 
outliers. 

From these profiles, the state could construct a "logic tree" which 
would use the extracted claims that met the profile criteria and 
further refine the final extracted data showing those actual claims 
that were characteristic of abuse or fraud. This more targeted and 
automated approach would save manual effort on the part of audit 
staff and allow the state to focus in on areas of large dollar 
expeditures and questionable medical practices. 
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The Health Care Financing Admlnistration (HCFA) has allowed the 
states this option in the System Performance Review (SPR) for the 
Claims Processing Analysis System (CPAS) and Wisconsin has found its 
own alternative system to detect errors which could not be directed 
under the mandatory random sample methodology. A sfmilar targeted 
approach in SUR would probably yield far better results than the 
currently required system. 

I hope the Department's suggestions are helpful to you, and again, 
thanks for sharing the draft report with me. 

TGT/csh 
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bmments From the State of Minnesota 

&Y.Jbb 

%$$?iyjf .,& 
STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 
CENTENNIAL OFFICE EUILDINQ 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55155 

Juns 1. 1987 

Richard L. Fogsl 
Aawatant Comptrollsr Gensrsi 
U.S. GeneraA Accounting Offics 
Ysahlngton, D.C. 20548 

Dsar Hr. Fogml: 

I hsvs bun sakti by Governor Psrpich to rsapond to your sgmcy’a requwt for 
cosssnta rogsrdlng ths draft of ths propoud rsport: MEDICAID: ImprovsBenta 
Nsedsd In Progrssa to Prsvsnt Abuts (Cods 101099). 

Aa a gonsral rssponss. ths report focusoa too narrowly on the acopo of 
Survalllsncs and Utrlizstion Rovlsu tSUR) sctivrty. Tha SUR aubsymtss of ths 
MNLS la but ons ruource uasd In Hlnnsaots’a comitmont to the ldsntrflcstron, 
vlgoroua action l gsinat and prsvsntion of sbuas in ths Msdlcsld program. The 
rsport lssvss ths lbprsaalon thst. in tha ssin, ths rsssdy for controlling 
sbuaivs prsctics is to incream ths fsdsrsl l tsndsrda and ovoraight for 
l xcsptlon rsportlng. The “mars lm bettsr” phllomophy dosa not fit ths SUR 
function. 

Exception rmporta gsnorstsd from the SUR l ubmystsm rndicats, rathsr thsn 
s8tabliah. abusive practlcos on the part of providers and recipisnta. Thoas 
raporta glvo l tatoa a l yatsxstic method of rovimwlng program participsnto’ 
bshavior co8par.d to cartarn cohorts. Its value 16 rolatrva, not sbsoiuts. 
Hinmaota ia oppoaod to the rocosmondstion to uas ths SUR l ubaystm to 
smtsbliah l atlmtaa of potsntr81 abums snd tying ainlws l xcsption rqmrt 
revlw l tandarda to thme s8tlmtsa. As pointad out in tha rsport, ateta 
Uodlcsld programs diffsr slgnrfrcantly on sorvlcs limitations rsquirrng 
sodlficstions to criteria idontifymg potsntisl abuts. We would point out 
that sddltionsl sodlficstlona would bs nscsasary dus to vsristlona of 
duogrsphg, service dmllvory system snd psymnt mochsnimms betwmn the 
l tatoa. The task of tallorrng an individual potsntisl sbume lndicmtor for 
8sch mtata would bs sonumsntsl, l xscmrbated by ths admittsd lack of fsdsrsl 
roaourcsa. 

Ths report plscos sn unwsrrsntsd lmportsncs on the SUR sxcsptron rsporting 
l ubayatsn mm ths l ourcs of abum ldontlficstion. It ia an isportsnt and 
useful tool thst contributea to the l oasic of inforsstion l ourcoa used to 
conduct SUR activltlss. Any good quality control l yatmm relies upon a varssty 
of @ourcoa to dstsct snd corrsct absrrationa. Ths rocomnsndstlona In the 
rsport would dlvsrt total stsff rwourcsm to one monitoring device, ths SUR 
subsyotom. at the sxpsnso of other productivs aronuos of abuso dotoctlon. 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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Now on pp. 3 and 30. 

Now on p. 37. 

Richard 1. Foqel 
Pago 2 
June 4, 1987 

The report places s great do.1 of esphsdia on the lack of technic.1 and 
progrsm saaistance provided by the federsl sgcncy. We believe thst building 
such a capscrty in HCFA would not be productive. The technic.1 sxpertime in 
the SUR eubnyater rests with the vendors thst have developed end support the 
system. HCFA could do more to n sko the60 resources svarlsble to states 
through enhanced funding of routine, on-alto vendor conaultstiona. 

On the other hand, program sxpertine regsrdlng innovstive SUR technlquea rests 
in the various state SUR unrta. The Nstronsl Asaocistion of SURS Offlcisls 
(NASO) ~a an organizntlon that grew out of the need to ahare informstion on 
SUR actlvitien. NASO hoe lust completed its third year of existence. Its 
annual conference 1s attended by over one-hundred members. repremsnting at 
least thirty-five states. The orgsnlrstlon publishoa s qusrterly newsletter 
containing the type of information the GAO report identified es uooful. 
Additronslly, SUR staff have avsilable to them, names. eddresses and phone 
numbers of their counterparts in other ststes for 1nformsl phone consultation. 

There ore a fou specific l temm in your report that I vould like to comment on. 
On pages three and thirty-seven, it ~a noted thst Rlnnesots urns focusing on 
the elderly and instltutionslized recip1ent.s. The Systems Performance Review 
(SPR) require, statea to process all clam8 groups at leant annually. Soae 
groupa are run two or three times ln 8 yesr. The review period covered ay the 
report happened to contain 8 back-to-beck run for elderly and inatitu- 
tionalized persona. Only mlxteen potent181 sbu6era were identified ln one of 
those groups because exception criteris had been chsnged. Errora of this sort 
will occamlonslly occur when these reportm ore being used and modified as 
required. Although restrlction rsrely rosulta from revleuo In these kinds of 
clsas groupa. it io not uncommon for referrals to be l ent to our Drug 
Utilization Review Program, where educational lottors ore sent to phymicisns 
and pharmsclea rsgsrdrng the drug regimen. 

On page forty-seven, you limt the SPR requireasnto end number of “sbuserm 
reviewed” for Ninnesots and three other atstm. The Rinnosots review 
requlremsnt you ahow is thirty-six. and the number of reviews range from 
thirty to .ruonty-iiv*. Plorro not. that thie -rote did porr 3PR FILLYI OK1 

in 1985. ma well es in other yesrs. The clssa group figurem that total up to 
360,000 reciplentm are duplicative. some recipients ore counted in more than 
one clans group. Factoring out this duplication results in a total nuaber of 
sctive recipients es being closer to 258,000. Thus twenty-six, or .01x of the 
number of active recipients would be the minimum requirement. 

~~~6l~y;~Lh~~~~~p~ft’b’~gge~~~~EbaE~Ede~li~~~fi~t~ii i ieci’~r~~sm~~n^ Binnssoib” 
exertm the minimum effort to maintain fodersl financial participation. Thla 
agency is very concerned about recipients who sbuse the program both from the 
standpoint of potential physical harm end lost tax dollarm. We will continue 
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Richard L. Fogal 
Pagm 3 
June 4. 1987 

to do mom than what la minimally requlreq to l afcguara rmcrplmt health and 
prograr integrity. To do thla. wa mat rmpond to all rnformatlon rmourc.a 
and not rely l olaly on l wcmptlon raporta. 

I appmciata the opportunity to comment on the draft report and trust that any 
change in the Syatmma Performance l?w~~v raault in lncroaaod capacity of 
l tatma to doal urth abuao rather than requiring incraaaed activity without 
reaulta. 

Sincmroly. 

Commiaalonor 
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Lbnments From the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts 

RichxdL. Fcqel 
Assistant Cmmtmller General 
U.S. Gmeral'koxntkq Office 
441GStreet,GK~EJuildi.ng. 
Ww D.C. 02548 

RE: ouumn~on~DraftFteport 
lag #lx+330 

Dearm. Fagel: 

~~ssi~hasa.sk& lib2t0~tcyaxletterrequestbyccamnentson 
Generdl Aax4mtingOffi~ (GAO) draftreport entitled, 'MEDICAID: Inprovmts~reeded 
t3-qram to Prevent Ahse (cede 101999)". 

I ampleasedtoreportthatthe DfphBlthasdlreadytakenstepsto-S~~ 
the recamnendations cited in ycu dzaftreport~ 
prevention. 

pruvider & recipient&j 
Massachusetts ha.sestablishedanaggressivecc6tsavingsage&a,produc 

$217 million in Medicaid savings duriq Fy86 and a projected $296 million in FY87. 'Ih. 
savirqs capare favorably with otherstateshavingsimilardemogra~c~andeconok. 
kklitionally, the m's Medicaid errorrateshavebensignificantly lawertl 
thcEeI.quimdbyfederdlstandards. Thesuccessofthe savings agendaardthelam 
error rates have been primrily attrikutable to the m use of the-c; 
Managemnt Infomtion System (EBB) for claims eiitiq capabilities, recoveries f. 
t*~etd m < ive 
insurers for sekces 

provider audits and immased billing of third party hea. 
m tc Wdicaid recipients. 

MMIS wrrently has s-cane 600 edits inplaceto insure a~rcpriatepayments arem 
Amf?g the mmy editsusedtocontrolpaymentsardprevent~areeditsforduplic 
billings, nonrehbursable and overlapping services and incqzatible (mtually exclu~l 
services. Additionally, MFUS reportirq sbqstem data is utilized to identify potent 
aberrant provider practicepattems forprovidereducationanrlauditingpqzases. ot 
significant aspects of the Department's expenditure control and benefit-gem 
operations include: an aggressive Compliance arrl Financial RmiewUnitagenda 
audit- and reviewing Medicaid pruviders, a strongly supportive and close work 
relationship with the Medicaid Fraud Control Unit of theMassachusetts Attorney Genera 
office ardthenewHealthSystenrsMaMganentUnit~lementedduringFY 1987. 
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of Massnchuetts 

08/03/87 
zzrdL.Fogel 

me Health systems t&nagemtiLmitwillhelpprevent furtherm--- 
strategies incl&lhq r&mcturingprevicusapproachestomm3gingMedicaidprogramsam3 
=p-ti ZfiZ&-=l of fLnrkmerRalfactomexeA.rqupwaApressumon 

of l3i.s unit are specialists by a provider type, (i.e. 
acute hospital, * skilledn~~ig facility, Fhysician, etc.) ardworkclceelywithMedicdl 
Assi~~staffto~~programlMMganent~theirspecialized~ledge 
ofprcrvidertypes,theirbrPadcnrerviewofMedicaidandthe~thoareirdustsyardtheir 
useofmanagemmt informtionavailable frun!@ lIS. 

MassacJusetb has i.nplemented a number of the Waase amtro1" techniques identified in 
chapterfourofthedraftreport. Listedbelowaresuxnnariesofthecmmmealti~suseof 
theidentifiedtedmiques: 

-The Depxtmmt has identified overpayments withcutonsiteaudits forseveral 
years, relying on the INI. m  tn calculate werpaymmts for rnmwous proj- 
andteminations. 

-As yalr dmztrepo~iAica~,the~ hasiniti.atedpmvidereducation 
letters in certain specific situatims. AnC3qamMprovider~ticmprcgram 
inclu2iq both pmvider edwzaticm letters andpeervisitstodisa~~~pnblen~ 
areas with providers havirg &arrant se~~icedeliveryorbillingpatterns is 
planned for FY88. 

Tlbrcqh& this adminislxation, the DepartrwRhaswcrkedclcselywiththeHt3althCare 
Fimxcjng Z&h&tration (HCFA) reqionalanlcmtralofficestaff. Thesucc%~wehave 
attained in ax W&i& Assistance Pragram, particularly in iqxuving the efficiency of 
MMIS, is directly attrihtable to the technical assistance ardprajmmaticadvice 
pruvided by the HCTA F&gim I Office. 

Asisevidencedbythe ~th's~ivecastsavings~andlwerror 
rate, Massa&xettsstrivestobealeaderinidentifyiq~~ plwider and 
recipient ahse thra.qh the maxim.izaticnoftheMedicaid I4mqamt Infonllation systm and 
other mamgemmt tools. MaseaWtts sqpoztsthedmftreport~sreamem%tior~9in 
chapter th.me that Closer state/federal partnerships areczcm3ucivetoprcvisicnofthe 
imst efficient ard effective MIS open&ion. ISamver,wedonotsuFpartthefWthat 
the existing 8ystems B.rfoxmame Review (SFR) p?mcess maybehadequateardwaAdnot 
!sJlppcrt mdifications to the cuzrent apxa& without further doamenbtion of SFR 
ineffectiveness. 

We appreciatehavinghadtheoppo&unityto amentonthednftreport.Ifyouhave 
any guesti-, please feelfreetocontacteit.herCamenCanim,Associate~icrrer 
for Medicaid, or Xhmas P. Sellers, Ass&ant Camissicner for Finance. 

Rm:Tr:n!s (Tl23) 
cc:Ji.mLinz, General Acccunthg Office 
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